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Unite*! States Ceus us there were 1,0δ4,02ΐί
cattle, 54,192 horses and 1,225,022 sheep:
in New Mexico in 1900, valued at $31,·
727.400. The increase in value of the
livestock in the Territory during the tei
years from i$90 to 1900 was a little
more than $6,500,000.
The stock
raising industry is tht
source of no inconsiderable portion o!
the income of the people of the Terri
The industry is surrounded bj
tory.
conditions peculiar to those of the arid
West. Most of the livestock roust lind
a market wholly outside of our bor·
ders. Not infrequently a light rainfal
on the ranges farther north, a shorl
crop in the corn belt, or other influences
cause fluctuations in prices in the large
These conditions natural!)
markets.
react upon the industry within the Ter
ritory, since all who handle range grown
stock are affected
by depression ir

prices.
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Experiments at the Territorial College of Agriculture.
Few people realize how extensive the
stock raising industry has become it
New Mexico. According to the Twelfth
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that will tend to counterAny
act adverse intluences will be for the
interest and advancement of the industry.
Feeding is resorted to in some
parts of the Territory; in fact, not a few
ranchmen feed out their range grown
stock upon the valley ranches. Should
feeding become general, even to the exteut of supplying the home demands,
fewer animals would have to be exported, less meat imported and less alfalfa
sold iu the form of hay.
In order to throw some light upon the
question of feediug in New Mexico, a
series of experiments has been inaugurated by the Territorial Agricultural Experiment Station. The results thus fax
obtained from the investigations made
have just been published in Bulletin No.
50, entitled, "Steer and Lamb Feeding."
Λ set of photographs and tables is included in the bulletin.
In these experiments it was fouud
that when the price of alfalfa dropped
below 59 a ton, baled, it could be profitably fed to steers from the stack, and
when it dropped below $10 a ton, baled,
it could be profitably fed to lambs from
the stack. One lot of steers returned
$12.81 a ton for the alfalfa hay fed and
one lot of lambs returned $13.82 a ton
The
for the alfalfa hay consumed.
lambs that paid the highest price for
the alfalfa hay consumed were fed all
the cracked corn they would eat. This
corn cost $1.27 1-2 a hundred pouuds.
In this brief article space will not
allow of a full discussion of the results,
but residents of the Territory who are
interested in feeding can secure a copy
of Bulletin No. 50 by writing to the
director of the agricultural experiment
station at Mesilla Park.—J. J. Vernon,
Mesilla Park, Ν. M.
meaus

New England Crop Report.
All interests considered, the past week
was probably the best of the present
season.
Crops, almost without an exception. have made satisfactory growth,
and. in many instances. they have made

unusually rapid progress. In some of
the drought-stricken sections of the
northern stat es crops have been greatly
improved by the copious showers that
have fallen during the week. Crops, in
in
portions of Maine, are still greatly
need of rain, but over the re t of the
district they are in growing condition.
Corn has continued to improve, and,

slight exceptions, it is now in a
Some corvery promising condition.
never
respondent·* report that "corn "it
is
with

looked better," and others that
fully up to the average and growinn
rapidly." Early sweet com is silking
and tilling iu southern aud tisseling iu
northern sections. Rye is about ready

sections, while the harvest
has already begun in others. According
t> estimations, the crop will be fully up
Oats are generally
t» the average.
heading well, and in tine condition
to cut

in

some

good,

with prospects of a good yield.
A large amount of hay was cut and
housed during the week. In southern
work w;»s retarded by
sections the
three
showery weather on fr«>in two to

aud from 30 to 40 per cent of the
in
crop is still outstanding. Haying,
northern pulsions of the district, is at
its height, and fully a half of the crop
Wheie there ha«
has been securtd.
in
been a scarcity of rain, generally
northern sections, the crop will he light,
but over the remainder of the territory,
the yield will equal or exceed the aver
age.
Repoiis indicate that grass that
rain has,
was lodged by heavy wind and
of the
owing to the favorable weather
in
1
good conI>ast week, been secure
dition. Mown meadows and pastures
in parts ol
are now in need of rain
Maiue, Vermont and Rhode Island.
There is considerable complaint of
a number ol
apples dropping, but, isin the
case, corinstances where this
that enough are lefl

days,

respondents report
for a good crop. In

July l*h. 1904.
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The Morn

The horn fly that so annoys cattle
while at pasture is an unmitigated pest.
Insect pests of sweeping damage to
agriculture, appear, work their mischief
fur a time, and then through natural
enemies are destroyed, or so held at bay
by the intelligence of man that the damage is not overpowering. The horn fly
appears with the annual advent of summer heat, works its mission of injury
through the season, to appear again in
the same role the next year. Thus far
no natural enemy has appeared to interfere with its multiplication nor has the
knowledge of man been equal to the
task of defeating its mission of damage
to the cattle industry.
Repellants have
been compounded and offered to stock
that afford temporary relief
owners
from their presence, but so far none of
them are a destructive agent. A repellent that to be effective must be renewed each day affords no relief to the cattle running in distant pastures. It is
with cattle that cannot be returned to
the barn each night where this fly works
There is no relief
the most damage.
from its presence during the night. As
the iesult the growth of young cattle at

pasture is greatly retarded, and

owners

are not now realizing anything like the
gain at pasture that was realized before
the appearance of this pest. Working
teams and cattle daily taken to the barn
may be measurably well protected by a
daily application of these repelling
sprays, but nothing has yet been provided that is practicable for a protection to cattle at pasture.—Maine Farmer.

Pota
very favorable to vegetables.
toes are especially promising, growing
fast and remarkably »ree from insect
The early varieties are being
pests.
hai vested in southern sections. Tomafull, and
toes are very thrifty, setting
Gardens
give promise of a large crop.
and truck are generally in good condiThe outlook for the vegetable
tion.
be better.—New Engcrop could hardly
land Parmer.

and other crops must not be neglected.
There is a time when these enemies to
bountiful crops can be destroyed with
the least possible outlay of labor. If
that time is allowed to pass without the
work being attended to the cost of Anally clearing the crops will be greatly increased, or if the weeds are entirely
neglected the damage to the crops will
be far more than the cost of clearing, if
it had been done at the proper time.

Therefore, however much the haying
to
may drive, there will be less damage

delay the cutting of the grass for a day
or two than to neglect the destruction
of the rapidly growing weeds at the
time when it could be done at least outlay. There is no middle ground for
compromise with the weeds. Wherever
they are found and whenever they appear
their destruction is of the flrst importance.

With the present popular cry for the
substitution of machine work on the
farm for hand labor we regret to see a
growing indifference to the presence of
weeds. When depending on the harrow,
the broadcast weeder and the cultivator
for the principal work of weed destruction, it appears to be an easy matter to
weeds these
grow indifferent to the few
horse-power tools fail to destroy. But
clean culture should be the practice.
The hand hoe should still have a place
where needed. Xo farmer can afford to
divide his crops with the weeds.—Maine
Farmer.

Connecticut Jerseys Heavy Milkers.
We have eighteen head of Jerseys it
our
J. .v

Springdale farm herd, owned by J

F. Goodwin, and raise all the heifei
One of our cows, Pogis St
calves.
Jeannaise 3d 166614, just four years old
of May (last), 1,033 1-2 I
gave in the month
for hei
lbs. milk—I think extra good
Brewster 16S045
age. Another, Polly
tive years old last November gave 1,201
her ,
lbs. in the same period. (We call
cows i:
good cow). Neither of these workers
handsome, but they are great
Golc I
Polly Brewster is by Flo Flo's110354
Coast 50026, dam Mamie Koffee
1
Pogis St, Jeannaise 3d is by Brunette'i 1
Jeannaisi
Boy 51616, dam Pogis St.
106321.—J. J. Dimon, Manager, Hart

ford, Coon.

for Fall

Seeding.

*
the average."
This remark was made here recently
by J. C. Low, an elevator manin whose
close
business requires him to be
touch with grain production. From
accounts from Northern Missouri the
is a
corn will be up to standard, which
remarkable showing in view of the
tenacity with which the cold weather
Oats,
to the skirts of spring.

will have a corn crop that will beat anything they have raised recently. It is

high as your head and the stalks are
under the
strong and maturing rapidly
torrid sun."—Tribune Farmer.

as

To Protect Horses From Flies.
Helen M. Richardson, of Waltham,
Mass., makes this timely suggestion in

Agricultural Epitomist:
small
Take two

or

or

kettle,
next morning into
fifteen minutes; when cold it is fit for
Moisten a sponge with it, and beuse.
fore the horse goes out of the stable, let
those parts which are most irritable be
smeared over with the liquid. Those
who are brutal enough to dock the tails
of their horses, should at least be willing to take a little pains to keep them
comfortable by protecting them from
those insects their tails were intended
to*brush away, and even horses fortunate
enough to remain as nature intended
they should be fashioned, will greatly
appreciate this thoughtful care.

Boston

Transcript.

By CYRUS

TOWNSEND

BRADY,

tender years.
Forward on the forecastle old Bentlev was planted, surrounded by such of

Author of "The Grip of Honor," "The Southerner·,'
"Sir Henry Morgan, Buccaneer," "A
Doctor of Philosophy," Etc.

ihe older and more experienced petty
...ilcers and men as he permitted to associate with him on terms of more or
j.-ss familiarity. Not only the position
hand. There was a letter from George le
occupied, that of boatswain of the
i<;!i which he read to "her. In
-.te gave him a vast importance
which. :ifier lunuy tender words of conthe men. but his age and experlsolation. he spoke of Talbot as "one
nee, his long association with the capwho would have done houor to any Urn as well as some almost incredible
country." He told her of that military tales of his familiar companionship
funeral, the kind words of Cornwall!», with
certain men of awe inspiring
the guard of honor, the soldiers of the name and
great renown, with various
letown
lie
Talbot's
then
kin?, and
put
feats of arms in recent cammighty
ter to liiin before her, and she must be
paigns. vaguely current, conduced to
toid of the loss of the frigate. Kate make him the monarch of the forecasdead, too. and Colonel Wilton! Alas, tle and the arbiter of the various disBut all her plans and
poor friends!
cussions and arguments among the
hopes were none. What mattered it— men. who rarely ventured to dispute
now?
what mattered anything
the dictum of their oracle.
"Oh, what a load must those un"Well, here we are pointing out
who
God
righteous men bear before
again, thank the Ix>rd'." he said to his
have inaugurated this wicked war!"
particular friend and crony among the
she cried, but no echo of her reproach
crew, the carpenter, Richard Spicer, a
battered old shellback, like himself.
r
Τ
!
"There is only one place from which

Copyright, IS98. by CHARLES SCRIBNERS SONS

CHAPTER XXIX.
Τ was with sinking heart thnt
Seymour rode up the hill
toward Fairview Hall a few
days later. ills arrival had
m
!i unuotieed, and Madaui Talbot
was Mauding in the doorway to greet
him. Seymour bowed low to her. and
.si e returned his salute with a sweeping courtesy, old fashioned and grace-

ful.
"Lieutenant Seymour is very welcome to Fairview Hall, though I trust
it be not tin* compelling necessity of
a wound which rnukes him seek our
hospitality again." she said, faintly

r'i-i·

'νΐίϊί

Richard."^

like to see the laud,
"And where is that, bos'un !"
"Over the stem, as now, mate, when

sorry-that

have to
you
I"—he continued with great hesitation.
"You are a bearer of ill tidings. 1
perceive," she continued gravely.

Six rather uneventful days passed
by, during which priâtes to the number
of five fell to Hie lot of the squadron,
one loaded with military stores and
another with provisions of great value.
The lively little l air American, being

to windward of the licet, bad also
smart action with a heavily armed
British privateer, which struck her flag
before the others could get within
range and was found to be loaded with
tar

"Stop! I had almost forgotten my
duty. Tell me first of the armies of
my king—the king first of all with our

house, you know."
Poor Seymour! He must overwhelm
her with bad news in every field of
For a moment he alher afTection.
most wished the results had been the
The perspiration stood
other way.
out upon his forehead in spite of the
coldness, and he felt he would rather
charge a battery than face this terrible
old woman, who put the armies of a
king—and such a king, too—before the
And yet he
fate of her only son!
knew that what he had to tell her
would break down even her iron will
and, reaching the mother's heart beating warm within her in spite of her
assumed coldness and self repression,
would probably give her a deathblow.
He felt literally like a murderer before
her, but he had to answer. Talbot's
General
Washington's
own
letter.
command and the promptings of his

The Wheat

Crop.

sank to a whisper;
spite
hand went to her heart. Ah, mother. mother, this was Indeed thy king!
lie wounded? My God. sir! Not
dead?"
His open hand, which he had extended to her. held two little objects. What
The bright sunlight was
were they?
reflected from one of them, the locket
she had given him. There was a dark
one

a

valuable portable goods, the sifting»
of a long and successful cruise, \oung
W ilton had maneuvered and fought
his ship well and had been publicly
complimented in general orders by Seylhe l.eet
mour for skill and gallantry,
h:,d heen exercised in signals and In

last year, while the amount of wheat in

farmers1 hands is 6,000,000 bushels less,
Stocks in Europe, Argentina and afloat
are 22,500,000 bushels more.—Tribune
Farmer.

I

l]c looked bark at her.

hoard in the houses of parliament
tn London or whispered in the antechamber of the king, to whom, aswas

The Rider and Driver says that tbe
Lorseless age ia not yet. Reports from
tbe automobile trade indicate a decided falling off in business this spring,
and it would begin to appear from
this and other evidences that the boom
for

automobiling

decided cheok.

interest.

medicine the doctor left her and listened quietly to the prayers of the priest.
Iu the morning they found her whiter,
stiller, calmer than ever. She had gone
to meet her sou iu that new country
where none rebel against the King!

II

m.

CHAPTER XXX.

delightful morning In
February. The Continental
ship Randolph, a tight little

Τ was a

cracking lips.

the uew and
"Fighting like a hero over the body bor for needed repairs to
to sea
of General Mercer at Princeton. His unsettled vessel, she had put
again after a short interval and in
men retreated and left them'
valuable
"The rebel cowards!" she interrupted. one week had taken six
an nrmed vessel
"Nay, not cowards, but perhaps less prizes, one of them,
action.
than he. The British charged of twenty guns, after a short
brilliant excurwith their bayonets. Our men had not After this brief and
sion she had put back to Charleston to
that weapon. They fell back."
"Were you there, sir?"
dispose of lier prizes, re-collect her
"Surely not Should I be here now prize crews and land her prisoners.
There was another motive, however,
if I had been there then, madam?" he
From one of
for the sudden return.
replied proudly.
that
true. You at least are a gen- the prizes it had been learned

brave'

"True,

the English thirty-two gun frigate
tleman. Forgive the question."
Per"General Mercer and some of his Carrysfonl, the twenty gun sloop
officers sprang at the line. I had It seus, the sixteen gun sloop Hlnchlnhad
from his owu Hps. Some one cut the brook, with several privateers,
coast together,
general down. Hilary interposed and been cruising off the
enabled him to rise to his feet. They and the commander of the Randolph
the help of
were attacked, fought bravely untll- was most anxious to get
cruisdied."
some of the South Carolina state

heard h<«

say

ers to go In search of the British ships.
The indefatigable Governor Rutledge,
when the news had been communicated to him. had worked assiduously
to provide the state ships, and the
young captain of the Randolph speeda little
ily found himself at the head of

Her fleet of war vessels outward bound.
She stopped.
face went whiter before him; the light
The departure of the squadron, the
went out of it.
Randolph in the lend, the rest follow"Oh mv sou, my eon—Ο God. my ing aud all under full sail, made a pretsou. my sou—oh, give him back, my ty picture to the enthusiastic CaroShe reeled and fell linians, who watched them from the Isaou-my s»»n!"
against him. moaning and beating the lands and fortifications In the harbor
air with her little, feeble hands. The and from a number of small boats
break had come at last. She was no which accompanied the warships a
longer a Tall»ot. but a woman. With short distance on their voyage. Beinfiulte pity and infinite care he hair sides Seymour's own vessel there were
led, half carried her into the house, the eighteen gun ship General Mouland then, after being bidden not t<
trie, the two sixteen gun ships Notre
summon assistance, he sank down on I>ame and Polly and the fourteen gun
his knees by her side, where she lay on brig Fair American, the last commandthe sofa in the parlor, crushed, broken, ed by a certain master, Philip Wilton.
feeble, helpless, old. With many in They made officers of very young men
terruptlons he told her the aad story. la those days, and mere boys often ocHe laid the long dark lock of hair he cupied positions of trust and responsihad cut from her son'· head la her
far beyoud their

dered in horror.

bility

ί

various simple evolutions, the weathei
was most pleasant, the men in excel
lent spirits, and all that was ueces
BAi-v to complete their happiness was
of the looked for squadron of the enemy. The eager lookouts
swept the seas unwearledly. but in
vain, until early in the afternoon of
the sixth day. the fleet being in longitude 58 degrees IS minutes west, latitude 14 degrees HO minutes north, about
forty leagues oast of Martlniquc hoadUig due west on the starboard taik. it
was reported to Seymour, who was
reading in the cabin, that the l a r

the*appearance

·ι

on one side of it which
she had never seeu before. The other
thirty-two gun frigate, the
Ο God—prayer!
was his prayer book.
to sea of those ordered by
Was there then a God, that such things first to get
Where was he that congress in Ι77Γ», was Just leaving the
could happen?
harbor of Charleston. S. C.,
day? She had siven that book to him beautiful
main ship channel on
when he was yet a child. "Dead"—she by way of the
her maiden cruise, under the command
and
back
shrinking
whispered—"dead!"
of Captain Johu Seymour, late first
stariug at him.
was
"Would God I had died in hla place, lieutenant of the Hanger. This
she had taken
d«ar madam!" he said with infinite the second departure
Forced by severe
from that port.
pity.
"How—how was it?" she went on, damages, incurred in an encounter
after leavdry eyed, In agony, moistening her with η heavy gale shortly
ing Philadelphia, to put into that har-

discoloration

^αα ^

going nee wio. n ιη'Γ
leaving it fast behind. I feel safer
then."
were

"Speak your message, sir. Whatever
it may be, I trust the God I serve to
give me strength to bear it. Is it—is
H— HUary?" she went on. with just a
suggestion of a break in her even,
carefully modulated tones.
"Yes, dear uiadam. He—be"—

"The Daily Trade Bulletin" to-day
credits the United States with a wheat
and asserts untll-they
crop of 610,000,003 bushels
Stricken to the death at least, but dethat, reducing supplies to a minimum,
the rest had died,
the surplus for export may be 142,000,000 termined to die us
bushels. Exports last year were 121,- fighting, she drew herself up resolutely
0C 3,000 bushels and the average for the and lifted her hand to that pitiless
last fifteeil years 170,000,000 bushels. heaven above her. "So—be—it unto—
When had he
Supplies of flour and wheat in America all—the—enemies"—
are about 1,700,000 bushel· less than
that before? he won-

may have reoeived a
The faot that Mr. W.
K.
Vanderbilt, Jr., the moat conat
If you get a letter from an English
spicuous autoist in America, is taking
In
up horse shows is only a straw on the
torney, unknown to you, proffering
1
formation about a vast estate in whiol tide, but it may indicate that the fondreasons to b 9 neaa for the sport, if not the failure of
you ought for ancestral
interested, don't get excited. Τοα ρ rot k American manufacturera to produce
if recen
it not
ably won't get any money, and,he will.- more satisfactory machines,
strong enough to hold an enthualastic
revelations mean anything,

Those Ancestral Estates.

Country

,ld Colonel Wilton an»l upon Seymour's own urgent recommendation,
had Intrusted the smallest vessel to
We shall see
young Captain Philip.
how he showed himself worthy of the
trust reposed in him in spite of his

suredly, they belonged.
An 1 by and by ho left her. It wrung
It will soon be time to plow and preheart so to do, but the call of duty
his
an
actor
him
made
For the own affection had
pare ground for fall seeding.
was
stronger than her need. His ship
no
had
He
on tbe in this pathetic drama.
past four years I have cut the bay
be in a short time,
to seed the choice but to proceed. The truth must was ready, or would
intended
I
which
ground
and he had snatched a few days from
first of haying. In that way I bave a be told.
Nerving himself to the inhis pressing wark to fultill this task.
chance to use the team in dull or cloudy evitable, he replied to her question.
r>' the ltln·' tanvo hppn Ills presence was absolutely necessary
•"The
days, plowing and harrowing. Some
to plow in July, defeated and forced to retire. General on the vessel, and he must g<». Saying
may think it untimely
but so far since I commenced the prac- Washington has outmaneuvered and yay to her piteous plea that he should
tice of fall seeding 1 have found no
outfought them: they are now shut up Itay, and most reluctantly refusing her
trouble in accomplishing the work.
lu New York again. The Jerseys are proffers of hospitality, aud alter leavOn many farms there are moist pieces
work in free, and we have taken upward of ing with lier the letters and the picor back fields that are hard to
But in the
are killed tures. he left the room.
the spring, but in some cases they are 2,000 prisoners, and many
her. The
the best grass land on the farm, when and wounded among them—on both doorway he looked back at
Moved by a
one who has sides, in truth." he added.
worked.
teal's had come at last.
Any
properly
see
never tried it will be surprised to
"The worst uews first." she replied. sudden impulse, he ran back and knelt
how quickly the old turf will decay and "One knows not why these things are down by her side and took her old
bewill
soil
how light and friable the
It seems the God of justire slum- face between his hands and kissed her.
■o.
come by frequent working.
bers when subjects rebel against their
"Goodby, dear uutdam," he whisperas
I
late
as
is
The first of September
But 1 have faith, sir. ed: "would it had been 1!"
kings!
if
rightful
but
sow
the
to
seed,
think advisable
will win in the end—must
She laid her thin hands upon his
the ground is not planted in the early U'he right
not be time to
head.
win."
part of July there will
the same
"So lie it." he said, accepting the Im"Uoodby," she whispered; "God bless
get it iu proper condition, as
number of times over with the harrow, plied challenge, but adding nothing you.
She
Oh. my boy—my boy!"
seedif done all at one time just before
lie would wait to be ques- turned her face to the wall iu bitterfurther,
that
ing, will uot accomplish the good
tioned now. and this strannc woman ness, and so he I'.ed.
the same work will if repeated at inter- should have the
story in the way that
On the brow of the hill one could see,
vals through July and August.
her best. As for her. she could if he were keen eyed, the Wilton place.
Try a small piece, and put a part of pleased
Never be- There was the boathouse. There she
not trust herself to speak.
your dressing direct to the grass crop.
her beat- had sii id she loved him.
He struck
Ten good two-horse loads or fifteen fore had lier trembling body,
hundred pounds of high grade fertilizer ing heart, eseaped from the domination spurs to his horse and galloped madly
will give good results.—Cor. in Maine of lier resolute will. Never before had away.
Was there nothing but grief
Farmer.
her mobile lips refused to formulate anil sorrow, then, under the sun?
the commands of her active brain. She
The lawyer and the doctor and the
Big Missouri Corn Crop.
fought her battle out in silence and minister were with Madam Tàlbot all
corn
the
crop finally turned toward him once more.
"You could almost hear
that day, but it was little they could
With a bit of rain now
1 here was something else you said, do.
grow this week.
She added a codicil to her will
in
the
crops
and then, and the sun,
Her voice with the lawyer, submissively took the
son';"
I think.
My—my
of
ahead
these parts will be a long way
of herself
in

Preparing

handfuls of
three
on which
walnut leaves,
pennyroyal,
surrounded
by
A capable young man,
of cold water;
pour two or three quarts
that
tinds
indolent,
but
all advantages,
let it infuse one night, pour the whole
race while
one much inferior has won the
and boil for
a

bring well founded imputations against
his honor.

For Love of

smiiiiig.
"Oh. madam," said Seymour softly,
yet in utter desperation as to how to
Work.
Pressing
begin, "unfortunately it is not to be
However important to push the hay- cured of wounds, but to inflict them,
time
shortest
pos- that this time 1 am come.
ing to a finish in the
I-I am
sible the weeds in the corn, potatoes
that1
tell

never looked better
some
the
Connecticut and Rhode Island the out- and are now several points above
look is not favorable, but elsewhere the average.
who
oi
J. G. Yetz, a real estate man,
reports indicate a fair to a large crop
went through several northern counties
all varieties of apples.
there
Almost without an exception, reports tbis week, said: "The people
are

Even Seymour himself, though
commodore or ling officer
>
jourtesv. was very young for the position. and Governor Iiutledge. moved by
α warm friendship of long standiug for
a

uow

apparently

American, again far in the 'ead and
somewhat to windward, had signaled
„ large sail ahead. A short time shou d

make lier visible If the vessels continued on the present course, and after
having called his fleet about him b>
signal Sevmour stood on for a nearer
look at the stranger. An hour later
she was visible from the deck of the

Randolph, a very large ship, evident^
M>e
man-of-war under easy sail.

a

careful watchers could count thu
tiers of guns through the glass, which
proclaimed her a ship of the line, heymour at once formed a desperate resolution.
Signaling to the four state
cruisers and the six prizes to tack to
the northeast, escape If posslb e and
afterward make the best of their way
baek to Charleston, he himself stood
on with the little Randolph to engage

the mighty stranger.
In a few moments the familiar tones
of Bentley's powerful voice, seconded
by the cheery calls of his mates, rang

through the frigate:
A

hands

"AH

clear

ship for action.

The piercing whistling of the pipe*
wh'eh followed was soon drow ned bj
the steady and stirring roll of the
drums, accompanied by the shrill notes
of the fifes, beating to quarters.

ΟΙΑΓΤΕΙΙ XXXI.
an
£jj 7 ]T is usually not difficult forconi J individual to define the
ditions of happiness. If I only
had so ami so, or if I only
were So-and-so, and the thing Is done.
Each successive state, however, suggests one more happy, and each gratified wish leads to another desire more

H

jKlsH

im|>erntive.
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years.
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XtVICE.
he
The subscriber hereby gtvo* notice that
he was idly contemplating the way. II
has lieen duly appointed executor of the
in others
a man would inspire confidence
la*t will and testament of
must meet his appointments and
MARY Η WENTWORTH late of Brownileld, be
In ttie County of oxford, deceased, and (five·
promptly. Carelessness in
All persons hav. agreements
bonds as the law direct·.
denotes negligence in other
the estate of said de- this usually
demands
against
tag
be trustcease·! are desired to present the same for methods, and be cannot safely
transactions. Painssettlement, and all Indebted thereto are requested ed in important
Immediately.
make
navntent
to
to suctaking accuracy contributes much
ERED'R. HANSCUMB.
July lath. Wot
The universe is not governed in a
cess.
better
is
no
slipshod manner. There
anm.
than "If a thing is worth doing il
rule
that
notice
they
The subscriber» hereby <1ve
well." A man is not
have tieen duly ap(>olnte<l admlniatraton» of is worth doing
is not great, though hit
the estate of
successful,
of
lllram.
SARAH A W ADSWoRTH. late
fame may be world wide and he may be
In the County of Oxfonl, deceased, and iclvea
of great wealth, if he has
l>oo<tsas the law directs. All persons having the possessor
demand* against the estate of said deceased are reached his station through auy circumlenlrcd to present the same for settlement, and
stances that make others poorer and
all Indebted thereto
ment Immediately.

Democrat.

Oxford

Katharine

Wilton,

should I to by Iter side instead of another, even though that other were on·
who bad once saved her life and to
whose rare and kindness and forethought she was uiueb indebted. lier

present attendant

was

certainly

a

Sack

^Ur»mU^rn.undMt,^«rjJ
lieutenant*. l>.wborougb being at bet
right baud, of »ur»e, feeling aud loot
lug unusually gloomy and morose One

geneye,

tleman, and tu an unprejudiced
which hers certainly was not, quite as
handsome and distinguished and gallant as was his favored rival, and boasting one advantage over the other in
that he bore a titled name, not such a
desideratum among American girls at

superllr

and

She

foremast head at this moment, and the
idle ship awoke again.
"Where away''"'
"Richt ahead, sir."
Holmes and Beauchamp walked forward to get a look at tbe etrangor and
the captain and the colonel stepped
across the weather side of the deck.

people

what-1
to;

Mistress Katharine, none
I take no Interest in anything
No.pl^loa't gouow.
I wwu
went i>u In humble entreaty.
When you
u> speak to y>u a moment.
came aboard I hoped to see you ofun.
»o be with you aloue-to win jou
Ills voice sauk to a passionate whisper.
•Mv lord, my lord, it were best to go
no further," she Interrupted gravely.
"
'Tls no use; you remember.
-Yes. yes. 1 remember everything
everything about you. that is. I "but
my eyes and tee! the soft touch of your
cool hand on my fevered head again awhen I had that bullet in my breast
Uh. it thrills me, maddens me. Id
wounded so again could 1 but feel those
hand· once mote! Listen to me. You
It cannot hurt you
must listen:
bear me. and l am sure one of ti» Others will be back m a moment you aw
never alone." lie said, detaining her a
forcibly. "I love you! Yon mnat
know that 1 do: What is that land, or
N„

ever

buti-ou.

from couhnemcut by recapture

ent

any land, beside my love?
country! 1 can give you lands.
rank, luxury- Be pitiful to me. Ml*
clined, he had never attempted to autrees Katharine! What can I do or
alyze her charm or to explain his sen- say or
promise? You shall grace the
sations. Realizing the fact, ami being
court of tlie king and be at the same
young and therefore hopeful, he had
qneen of my heart." he went on
not allowed himself to despair. Realimpetuously, hi- soul In
her.
Had
some
claims
had
he
upon
ly
She turnetl and walked ο
I
ner.
lie not Interfered she would have been
the lee rail, whither he followed her. I
murdered that night in the dining
"I d rather he In that land off yonder
He had earned the gratitude
room.
than be the king himself. 1 hate the
then aud there of her father and of
king, and l could not love the enemy of
herself as well, aud he had earned
it
myconntry! No, no."
more of it. too, when he bad shot dead
cannot be-lt can never be.
a certain brutal, marauding blackguard
Your couutrj -that s not
•I'sliaw :
of tiie name, of Johnson at tlie first
You love him still,
the reason.
receivconvenient opportunity, having
went

time

onJcalously-^thatsaUor.
I love a sailor,

••Yes. 'tis true.

re-|

«lt^

England,

a

Desborough's great delight,
accompany her father to
where he was to be sent as

j

prisoner of high

political

conse-

quence.
After waiting many weary days at
the camp <»f the fugitive and deposed
governor at lïwyun's island, they had
been sépara led from Des borough and
unceremoniously hustled on board the

frigate Itmhor, which was under orEngland. They had stopped

ders for

at Norfolk to witness
Duntnoiv's savage and vindictive action in bombarding aud burning that
helpless town, and from that point
Katharine had been enabled to send

long enough

ough'r"

"We think she is an American, sir,"
said Peeborough.
"(•h, you do. do you? Well. 1 think
she is one of ours. No American would
dare to lead down on us iu that way!
We can blow him out of the water

I

with a broadside or two, you know,
but we'll give him a hint all the same.
Fire a gun there to leeward and hoist
our colors."
As the smoke rolled away along the
water the stops were broken, and there
flew out from each masthead the
Bplendld English flag. It was answered soon afterward by a small English

I
I

lier letter to Seymour, through a friend-1
ly American spy, Just before taking de· I
parture for t heir long voyage across

The orders of the Radnor
the seas.
bad been changed at the Inst moment,
however, aud she had been directed to
go in pursuit of Jones and the Ranger,
which it was currently reported had

flag at the gaff of the approaching
the
•hip, which apparently mystified
captain more than ever, though It con-

I
I

rtrnui.1 lilii>

to

sea

his good fortune.
Providence had, then, again thrown
Not that
a lover at Katharine's feet.
there was anything unusual in that.
She might not regard it in a providential light, however, but he at least did
so, and he bad Intended to improve the
shining hours of what would be a long

An

Won't j/ott let vie lr\j to win
dead, lot me have α chance. Oh, Katharine Wilton, I would give up anything
for"—
A midshipman touched him on the
arm.
"Captain wants to see first lieu
"

tenant, air!" he said, with

a

I

wooden,

impassive face, saluting the while.
With a smothered expression of rage
Pesborough sprang across the deck,
for such

a

summon*

Is not to be disre-

lnstaut; even love gives
at
way to the captain, on shipboard

garded for

I

an

The next moment the hoarse
least.
cries of the boatswain and his mates
and the beating drums called all hand»
to clear the ship for action aud startled
everybody Into activity at once.

Colonel Wilton

was

standing aft

rentals Vlnoont to the shadow of the

\

M

ADceauie

conTinuwkj

01

iiirnara

siraoa·.

liad already gained a considerable reputation in Germany as h "star" conductor. On a certain occasion he wai
railed on unexpectedly to direct a performance of "Die Melsterslnger," which
lie did with much apparent self posAnother eminent conductor
session.
who was lu the uudleuce noticed that
In a certain pa .-mage In the third act
the bass tuba, to which was allotted a
very Important phrase, did not make
After the
any effect with It at all.
performance the visiting conductor,

wondering if the orchestral player had

been at fault, mentioned the circuuiitance to Strauss. The future composer of the "Symphonla Domestica" look-

ed embarrassed.
"Why," he said, "to tr-11 you the
truth, I was so absorbed in bringing
out the broader effects that 1 didn't notice that tuba

Bn9

Mother's Ear

Itiw ΙίΓβνίΛΐΝ

An amusing story Is lold of Kichard
Strauss' early experience as a conduct*
ur tu Germany. Strauss' favorite Wag·
uor opera was "Tristan uiul Isolde,"
the acore of which he knew intimatework·
ly; but with the other Waguer
te whs not ho familiar, although be

IYY j

Scrofula

'n

I ΤΟ

from the Delaware bay.
bound for t'anada aud the Newfoundland coast.
No vessel being ready for Englaud at
that time, the two prisoners had beeu
transferred, fortunately for them, to

got

tliclr quarters aud stand on as we are.
What do you think of her. l»esbor-

to

|

The best of all medicine· for «U humors.

Not that It matters anything.
have.
We could afford to let him have it even
Hut what he
if he were an enemy.
means by this sort of performance I
don't understand. However, we shall
know in half au hour at least."
"Well, sir?" he said, turning toward
Lieutenant 1 lesliorough, who at that
moment stepp«il ou the poop lu lighting uniform, sword in hand.
"Ship's ready for action, sir!"
Keep the people at
"Very μοο«1.

-rt..y|

same

Hood's Sarsaparllla

he went on in genuine admiration for
the approaching vessel. "See, he has
the weather gauge of us now, or will

T«.Wtbl»W«

f

pat-

So he

naturedly. "you are not going
compare the little colonial forces
with his majesty·» navy, are you?
Now. 1 am morally certain that is a
king'.·· ship. See the beautiful set of
her sails, the enormous spread of the
yards: notice how trim and taut her
rlguing and running gear stand out,
and then, too. see how smartly she Is
handled. Only English ships are thus.
HytUe is a sailor, every inch of htm,"

vou

duel.
A part of the debt of the Wiltons
had been paid by the assiduous and
solicitous care with which tbey—Katharine chiefly, of course—had nursed
him through the long and dangerous
„„·>·ι yon. admire
illness consequent upon his wound. It
·"»< ·»
jo,,, bot my lieert 1· mer·-'·
was his interest which had prevented
away again.
pointed
them
the
by
further ill treatment of
-Won't you let me try to win y< >·
brutal and tyrannous Duumore, and,
he persisted. "Don't say me My
had Katharine so elected, would have
gether; give uie some hope. If be
secured her freedom, she had, how-

a

seaman.

to

there on the door In the hall, you
aud sl.« <1,™ tave lieurd I
no
••It Is cruel of you to eaj n. ■»
1
"Bet 1 «1-» ·»·"
on rrientlewly.
memory tkn. No; 'tis mete». 1 »

u

a

gotnl

shejeplled;

incidentally in return for his message of death a bullet in his own
breast to remind him that there are always two persons and two chances in

to

them oit' there't They are leaving us
pretty fast, except that brig. Now, if
it were a colonial convoy 1 should say
that this frigate was going to engage
j
us in the hope of so crippling us as
effect the escape of the rest; but 1
hardly think that your men are up to
that yet."
"Think not":" said the ι-olonel Indifferently. violently repressing an inclination to strike him. "it may be as
you say, Captain Vincent; still, 1 think
we are up to almost anything that you
are."
"oh, colonel," laughed the caption

1st

ed

Impossibility

answered the captain evasively, returning the glass and plcadii.^ his ignorance of nautical matters to excuse his
indefinite opinion.
"It must be the Carrjsford. with
Iiythe's squadron; she is a thirty-two.
But why they should act this «ay I.
He must know what we'
cannot see.
are now, as then· are no ships of our
size in these waters except out own,
and why should he send the rest of

£

cruise In the close association permit
CHAPTER XXXII.
ted by the confined limits of the ship
to make a final desperate effort to win I fwTTlHILE the big ship was rapidly
the heart which bad hitherto so entireand methodically being stripers require each other—very different
eluded him that he could not flatter MUM ped for the possible emerso
not
am
I
ly
sure.
am
Stop!
things, I
that he had made the least im-1
gency the captain was ensure about the third proviso with the himself
it. His success during
gaged in busy conversation with the
colonel. I say the third because Miss pression upou
or four days of the colonel.
They had steadily drawn near
Wilton put it number three, though the first three
had not been brilliant. She bad the reported sail nntil the lookouts
perhaps it was like a woman's post- cruise
to see him ap-1
could plainly make out a small fleet of
script, which somehow suggests the been unaffectedly glad
aud gentle and kind in lier small ships. Never dreaming that they
of
bit
parently,
familiar
Scripof
a
paraphrase
with
he thought,
could be American ships, Captain Vinture-the last, not will be, but ehould reception—too kind,
the circumspection of a lover—but that cent had his ship prepared for action,
be, first.
soon
was all. To add to his trials, he
more through the habitual wariness of
Here are the requisites: First—The
found himself not without rivals near- ao experienced sailor than from any
flag floating gracefully from the peak
er at home than 8eymour.
premonition of an impending battle.
of the spanker gaff above them in the
Judging by present results, Washing- But as the two forces drew near the
should
afternoon
the
of.
air
sunny
light
ton, if be had a few regiments of Kath- actions of the opposing fleet became
be the stars and stripee Instead of the
could carry consternation to the
arines,
Second—The
St.
George!
red cross of
suddenly suspicious. All but one of
British anny, for the captors
whole
to
turned
be
should
them tacked ship and stood olT to the
prow of the ship
of
allehad apparently taken the oath
northeast In a compact group in close
the wooded shores of Virginia, and the
to the captured, and the whole
<mdcr all possible sail, though
order,
Old Dominion ehould be her destina- giance
from that gruff old
noone, the hi..«Host and a brig, it was
tion instead of the chalk cliffs of Eng- ship's company,
sailor Captain Vincent down through
behind the rest of the
ticed,
lagged
land! Third—That a certain handsome,
all the other oflicers to the impudent
either
group in a way whieh bespoke
fair, blue eyed, gallant sailor, who anand important little midshipman, were
very slow sailing qualities or deliberate
swered to the name of John Seymour,
slnves.
ber. devoted
Early one afternoon in the beginning
of February the Yarmouth, being under all plain sail, with the wind two or
three points abaft the beam, was bowlFew are entirely free from It
ing along under a fresh breese about
as to caow
so
slowly
develop
It may
The
A VOM 10 MOTHKM'M KAMI WHKM
a day's sail east of Martinique.
whole
the
disturbance
during
mummimo μ ιμϊαμτ, amo im rum
little if any
weather was perfect, and because of
AtOMTHM THAT COM! SlfOtl THAT
period of childhood.
TMM,
tbe low latitude, in spite of the winter
It may then produce irregularity of the
season, there was no touch of sharpcatarrh,
SCOTT'S EMULSION
■tomacb and bowels, dyepepsia,
and
warm
and marked tendency to consumption ness in tbe air, which was
muMMUMM thk oral μτμκμμτη λμο
before manifesting Itself in much cutaneous delightful. All the necessary drills and
MQUMimHMKMT MO MMOMMMAMt POM
THM HEALTH OF MOTH HOT H KM AMO
eruption or glandular swelling. are
been concluded earlier
quite exercises having
It is best to be sure that you
CHILD.
the whole ship'· company
Send for free nmple.
free from it, and for Its complete eradica- In tbe day,
FCOTT ft BOW NE, ChcmitU,
was enjoying a period of unusual retion you can rely on
New York,
409-41} Fcvl Street,
laxation and idleness.
joc. aadft^oi alldrotftfU.
with

thing to complete the joy of life,
and when they parallel on three points
'tis most remarkable. Even two lov-

of war ordered by congress in "75;
he had seen the Randolph frequently
on the ways and after she was launched, and was entirely familiar with her
lines. 1'erhaps the wish also w as father to the thought, for the old soldier
was not sutticiently versed in nautical
affairs to detect at that distance the
great disparity iu forte between the
two ships, to which for the moment
he gave no thought, or he would not
have entertained hopes for a release

tU,aa've

down.
In spite of all this, however, be bad
allowed himself—nay, his permission,
he vowed, had not beeu asked—to fall
violently in love with this little colonial muiden, and a country maiden at
that.
Not being psychologically in-

to

per-

men

you no curiosity as to the sail
reported. Lieutenant Deeborough.'

ing, clear eyed, supreme, lie would
be almost willing to die to have her do
the like for him. He could still hear
the echo of that bitter cry, "Seymour,
Seymour!" which rang through the
house when they had dragged her
away. These thiugs were not pleasant
reminiscences; but, like most other unpleasant memories, they would not

ever,

extraordinary

What do you
a convoy of ours.
make them out. Colonel Wilton V"
Now, the colonel was mortally certain that they were Americans, or. at
least that the tirst and nearest one was
lie had been one
an American ship,
of the naval committee which had
taken charge of the building of the

îesborougb.

p'.ace; that. In ens..· of division, her
heart would lead her to thiuk first of
ber country. Insensibly bad bis image
supplanted every other, uud with all
the passionate devotion of her generous southern nature she loved him.
Lord Desborough hail ample opportunity for ascertaining this fact, lie
had seen Her risk her life for Seymour's own. lie could never forget the
glorious picture she made standing
across the prostrate form of that young
man, pistol in hand, keeping the mob
fit bay, uever wavering, never falter-

chosen

a most

or

Cbloe was sent below to procure a
wrap for her mistress, and Katharine
was left alone for a few moments with
U was his Ant oppor-

intensity,

was

however, did not confine her comlltlous
bound to the naval eta-1
to units. There were lu her case three a small ship
and theuce, after
nt
Barbados,
tion
hapfor
happiness—perfect
requisites
wait, had been
dreary
another
satisbeen
weary,
have
could
they
piness—and
Britannic majesty's
fied in ail probability she would have sent on board his
John Vincent,
come as near to the wished for state as ship Yarmouth, Captain
The first I
does bound home for England.
poor humanity on this earth ever
She lieutenant of this ship happened to be
come to that beatific condition.
Michael Philip O'Neal
certainly thought so and with charac- a certain Patrick
sou and
teristic boldness had not refrained from Drummoud. Lord Desborough,
He concommunicating her thoughts to her fa- heir to the Karl of Desmond!
gratulated himself most heartily upon
ther.
The astonishing feature of the situation was that he was inclined to agree
with her. There was nothing astonishing in itself in his agreement with her,
for he usually did agree with her, but
in that lier conditions were really hie
For It is rare, blessedly so, that
own.
feel that they require the
two

"Certainly

formance going on there!" he said, aftcolonies engaged in rebellion against
er a long look through his glass, wL Vh
the paternal power, was uuusua!l> aui
be then handed to the colonel. "TLey
"
■how no flags, but 1 cannot couct.ve
••Sail ho!" floated down from the
of their being auytbing but a squad. <m

it matched bis
not now so sure that,
among the other objeets of her adoration, he would have to take the second
own.

whose course made a slight ai ,-le
with that of the ship of the hue, wo Id
probably cross the bows of the latter
within range of her battery. None of
the opposing vessels showed any fl: '.?e
as yet, and their movements completely mystified Captain Vincent.
ate.

of the oldest aud boldest midshipmen were also lingering on the
outskirts of the group, as near to the r
dlvluity as they dared come in the
officers. 1 he
presence of their
conversation. happening to turn, as
frequently did. upou the subject of tbe
present war between England and the
or two

that time, however, as It was afterward destined to become, and In α girl
of the stamp of Miss Katharine Wilton
possibly no advantage at all.
P»ut. could the heart of that fair damsel be known, all talk of advantage or
disadvantage or this or that compensating factor was absolutely idle. She
was not α girl who did things
by
halves, and the feeling which had
prompted her to give herself to the
young sailor, though of sudden origin,
had grown and grown during the days
of absence and confinement till, In

depth

purpose of delay. lue remaiiiint; b
thi» largest of tl'.em all. s».»od bo! ly
on its original course.
This latter, It was plain to ew, w;t a
small frigate, possibly η twenty-el; ht
vr a thirty-two.
Taking Into account
the respective rates of speed, the frig-

Wilton, with Cbloe, her
maid, behind btr
\Hrs

part."—Harper's Weekly.

Leaf Hlatorfo TrMiarei.

sees wiped out the remain· which have lasted for ttiou.sar.da
Xow, In our own day,
of years past.
the antiquities of South Africa and of
Central and South America have been
destroyed as rapidly as they can be
Elsewhere engineers of every
found.

Every year

natlon use up buildings as quarries or
wreck them for the sake of temporary
profit. Speculators, native and Euro-

they
pean, tear to pieces every
can find In the east and sell the few
showy proceeds that have thus lost
And the
their meaning and history.
casual discoveries that are made perish
in α ghastly rnanuer. The Saxon reof Harold, the treasures of
tomb

|

galia

Thomas a Becket's shrine, the burial
of Alfred, the burial of Theodorlc and
the summer palace of Peking hare
within modern memory all gone the
have
Mme way as the wonder· that
in the French tack of Bom·

perished

the Oreek sack of Perala.—FUodenPetrie'a "Archaeology."

or

Wl«elr RmI
One of the Girls—Do yon think yoo*
poem· are widely read? The Poet—
Ye·; nearly every editor In the country
read· them.
Fore* of Habit.

I

Friend (calling on deutlet)—My head
ache· terribly. Dentist (absent mindedly)—Why don't you hare It out?

~~

ESTABLISHED M».

Jfc* Oxford geraocrat,
ISSUED TUESDAYS.

SOUTH PARIS, MAINS, AUG. 2, 1904.
Α. τwood

Forbes,

a

E41t«n ud Praprtaton.
G KO 1MB M. ATWOOD.

▲.

Κ. fOUU.

TUMI —#150 a year If paid «trlctly Id hItibc*.
Otherwise #8.00 a year. Single copies 4 cent».

ii)TUTHUUTi:-All legal vivertlsement»
in given ihrai consectlve Insertions for tl-3»<
per inch tn length of column. Special contracte
made with local, transient and yearly advertls
era.

Jo· Ρκωτηο—New type, fast presses, steam
power, experienced workmen and low price*
combine to make this department of our bual
η ess complete and popular.

Coming

Evente.

Auk- 7.—Γ η t versa tl mi grove

meeting. Lake Anas

agunticook.
Oxford Pomona Grange, South Water
Aug.
for«l.

Aug. 10.—Centennial of Incorporation of town
of Andover.

Aug. 14-JO.—Old Home Week
Aug. 17.—Reunion of 23d Maine Beglment. Bos-

ton.
Aug. 17.— Beunlon of 33d Maine Beglment. Boston.
Sept. 13, 14, 13.—Oxford County Κ air. South
Parle.
Sept. Ά,
'22.—Audroscoggtn Valley Κ air, Can
ton.
Oct. 4,5, β.—Pair at Riverside Park, Bethel.
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For President:

Roosevelt,

Theodore

Of New York.

For Vice-President:

Charles W. Fairbanks,
Of Indiana.

For Governor:
WILLIAM T. COBB,
Of Rockland.
For

Congress :

CHARLES E. LITTLEFIELD,
Of Rockland.
For Senator:
JONATHAN BARTLETT, of Stouehaiu.
For

Judge of Probate:

of Bethel.

\Dl>ISON E. UEKR1CK,
Fur

Register

of Probate:

ALBERT D. PARK,

of Paris.

For County Treasurer:
of Paris.
GEORGE M. ATWOOD,
For County Attorney:
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CHARLES P. BARNES,
For

County

Norway.

Commissioner:

DEAN A. BALLARD,

of

Fryeburg.

For Sheriff:
HARRIS L. ELLIOTT,
Kur

Representatives

to

of Ruiuford.
the

Legislature.

Kumford,
J. H. MARTIN,

of

Rum font.

Parts, Buckileld and Milton Plantation,
of Parts.
WALTER L. GRAY.
Norway, Oxford and Hebron,
EDWAKl) E. WITT,

of

Norway.

l>lxheld. Canton, Hartford, Sumuer, Peru and
Mexico,
oKoHUE L. MERRILL,
of DlxOeld.
Woodstock, Greenwood, Albany, Stoneham,
Stow, Sweden, Waterford and Denmark,
GEORGE L. Cl'SHMAN.
of Woodstock
NKW A l> V Κ KTIS KM Κ NTS.
Clearauce Sale.
Harness' Harness
Our MUleummer Sale.
Price outra» tin*. Value Kxpan<liQ|(.
August Sale.
Parte Hlfth School Souvenir Novelties.
Hebron Aea'leuiv.
Perfuuiea.
Fruit Jare.
For Sale

Mere and There.
It is said tbat in some sections of
Maine "The apples are all dropping off."
That's good. Whenever you hear that
statement made, you may be certain that
a big apple crop will be harvested in the
fall.
The announcement is made that Holland. the inventor of the submarine boat
which bears his name, is at work upon a
uew submarine which will be much superior to the old one. It is however said
that he will not carrv his plans to completion "until he has mastered the (lying machine problem." which lately has
eugroHsed his attention. We are further
informed, in the same dispatch, that "it
may be months" before his new submarine is ready for service.
It is pleasant to learn that the flying machine
problem, which has occupied so many
minds for so many years, is to be mastered within a period which may be spoken
of in terms of months.
Chairman Cortelyou of the Republican
National Committee allows Parker 151
electoral votes, gives Roosevelt 207, and
puts down Xew York, West Virginia
and New Jersey as doubtful.
Book Lover makes a
This is in
short that "brain fag is a myth.
The
brain does not tire." This writer explains that it is the eves that tire, not
the brain, and that any writer may avoid
the condition if he will dictate his writing instead of doing it with his own
hand. There is doubtless some truth in
his idea, but wheu he says "the brain
does not tire," he is making a bald statement which be does not mean and can
not expect any oue else to believe.
A

writer in the

startling

announcement.

Some of the papers are referring to the
"much mooted question" whether one
person has the right to pick berries on
another's land contrary to the owner's
wishes. There's no occasion for that
being a mooted question, and it isn't in
this sectiou of the state.
The only
question here is the practical one of how
to keep trespassers off.
The Mistake of Cyni5 Davis.
(New York Sun.)
The Maine Democrats have taken the
Lion. Cyrus W. Davis, mayor of Waterville, by right of eminent domain.
Mayor Davis was in the Democratic
state convention to promoto the nomination of the Hon. Samuel W. Gould
as governor.
He said that he could not
and would not be a candidate. He demanded that his name be withdrawn.
Wild cries of "No! No!" and wilder
cheers were heard. The grand protesting Cyrus was nominated by a vote of
3ΤΓ to SO.
Theu Mr. Davis poured upon these
Dirigo Democrats a speech which contained these inexplicable words:
"Never for a generation back were
we at such a low ebb as regards our
representation in Congress; ami this in
spite of our natural advantages of soil,
of water power, of seacoast."
The relation between statesmanship
and soil, water power and seacoast hais
been
not
established
scientifically.
Leaving that question aside, what does
the Hon. Cyrus W. Davis mean by his
"low ebb" of representation in Congress? He is unjust. What state has
more iuduence
seuators of
than the
veterans
Frye and Hale'/ Reed and
Dingley are gone, but Maine is still
strong in the House, much stronger
than any of her New England neighbors,
proportionately stronger than most
states.
The Hon. Amos Lawrence
Allen, the Hon. Charles Kdgar Littlefield, the Hon. Edwin C. Burleigh and
the Hon. Llewellyn Powers make up a
delegation of which any state might be
proud. Mr. Littletleld is a delegation
in himself. Not only is h· one of the
ablest debaters in the House but he is a
profound constitutional lawyer and an
industrious thinker upon trusts.
If the Hon. Cyrus W. Davis can show
that the Maine Republicans have injured the soil, water power or seaooast,
it is very well. He cannot injure the
Main· delegation in Congress.

West Parts.
Backfleld.
Chester H. Lane had the misfortune
Ward Maxim of Indiana is a gueat of
Rev. C. Ν. Gleason has returned from
to break hie left Arm sear the elbow last T. H. Lunt.
THE OOIN36 OF THE WEEK IN ALl a short outing at the aeaehore.
near
R. F. Book of WellesUy, eon of King
la known Thursday night He was fishing
Pre·ton
who
Mr.
John
True,
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY
saw mill owned bv Irish Bros, and Buck, formerly of this town, is a guest
by several popular books, among which theaccident
slipped and fell, striking bis of Mrs. Mary Hall.
is "The Iron Star," is a guest of his sis- by
Paris Hill.
Harold Hall of New York is soon exweight on the arm.
ters, Mrs. Gehring and Miss True.
La«t Tuesday evening the Ladies' Aid pected to
Miss Wright of Portland is erecting a
spend his vacation with his
First Baptist Church. Preaching every Sunday
of the M. E. church were ple&Mntly en- mother ana sister.
u 11 a. ».
Sunday School at β m. t. P. a. most attractive house on Broad Street.
Mrs.
and
C. K. Sunday afternoon at 3. Sabbath Evening
We were misinformed in stating that
Mrs. Henry Stearns and little son are tertained at the home of Mr.
Service at 7 Jo r. m. Prayer Meeting Thursday
David Emmons. The company were en- Ex-Governor Long's daughter had arE.
of
Mrs.
C.
Park.
lut
at
7
30.
the
Covenant
guests
Meeting
evening
and ice cream rived.
Friday before the let Sunday of the month at
Mr. and Mrs. James Wright of South tertained by songs, etc.,
i 30 r. m. AU not otherwise connected are corwas served.
Mr. and Mrs. Stover of Auburn have
Paris
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Purdially Invited.
Mrs. Rebecca Bryant is visiting Mrs. been recent guests of Mrs. Dunham, Mrs.
Uulveniallu Church, Kev J. H. Little, Paator. ington Friday.
Stover's mother.
Mr. Q. P. Bean, who has so long occu- Nellie Bryant.
Preaching service every Sunday at U a. MMisa Sadie Peckover froln MassachuMr. Baxter of the Portland Packing
Sunday School at l'J M.
pied the store, corner Church and Main setts
is visiting her cousin, Mabel E. Packing Co. was in town Thursday.
Mrs. J. Hooper Jackson suffered a Streets, has sold his stock of goods to
Richer.
Are you going to vote to increase
paralytic shock a little more than two Mr. Furbush, who will move his family
New salaries, and still further tax the poor?
from
Miss Lillian Campbell
weeks ago. Her right side is entirely here this week. Mr. Bean's
patrons
Mrs. Wells, sister of Col. Bradbury,
Haven, Ct., bas been here a week with
paralyzed, and she can not speak so as will miss him, but are glad to know he her sister, Mrs. Charles Bates. Miss has returned
to her home in Portland.
to be understood, though she attempts will remain in the village and reside on
to remain through
The Colonel iq improving.
6
it very little. She is 7S years of age, and Church Street. Mr. Bean has long been Campbell expects
Mrs. V. P. DeCoster and two daughwas very feeble before this.
Her daugh- identified with the interests of Bethel August.
Mrs. Almon Savage of Newport, Maine, ters went to Weld Wednesday, campter, Mrs. H. P. Hammond, is with her and has well earned a release from the
uncle
with
her
her
vacation
is
spending
ing out.
taking care of her, and Miss Faustina constant care of a merchant's life.
P. S. Farnum.
Picking up an old paper I found bank
Dr. and Mrs. Gehring very kindly and aunt, Mr. and Mrs.
Hammond takes care of things at home.
of embezzlements for 1894 to be 125,000,000
Mrs.
N.
Kendall
Mr.
and
George
Rev. E. A. Hoytof Dover, Ν. H., will opened their beautiful home Friday
Attaol, Mass., have been visiting Mrs. exceeding all previous records. What
preach in the Univerealist church next evening when their guest* gave the Kendall's brother, Mr. Prank L. Willie, must it have been
in the last decade?
Sunday, and there will be services there Ladies' Club a benefit. The programme and family, the past week. Mr. Kendall The more men
get, the more they want.
every Sunday during August. The Sun- consisted of vocal solos by Miss Burton, is an
and
Raise the salary of the representatives
expert amateur photographer
day School will take a vacation until the I accompanied by Mrs. Belknap of Louis- has takeu many pictures of this town and the state
will be in danger of being
ville, Ky.; a lecture, "Emerson as an
first Sunday in September.
and
sold to Canada.
vicinity.
Uncle Abel Fletcher died Tuesday at I American," by Dr. Dickinson S.^ Miller
of
Waterhouse
Danvers,
Miss
Mildred
Waite
is hostler for A. F. WarΟ.
E.
the home of his daughter, Mrs. A. G. of Harvard University, and readings by
Mass., has been visiting Mrs. Lucinda ren. They do say he has not lost the
Parlin. Mr. Fletcher was for most of Mr. George Brown, principal of Brown
Small.
art of keeping a picked-up-stable, which
his life a resident of Sumner, but came and Nichols School in Cambridge, Mass.
Hie
Mrs. Lydia Buck of Berlin spent sev- he learned iti his greener years.
to live with his daughter a year or two A most delightful evening was spent
eral days last week with relatives and health being poor he has sold his farm,
since. He was US years and 10 months and the Ladies' Club and friends apfriends in this vicinity.
and expects to take rent with Mrs. Mary
of age. and was probably the oldest man preciate the kindness of Dr. and Mrs.
Hall in the fall.
in Oxford County. The funeral was on Gehring and all those who contributed
Pond.
Bryant's
It is rather unfortunate sometimes to
Thursday, and burial in the family lot to make the evening one to be so pleasJ. S. Pendleton finished his work in be misunderstood by impaired hearing
on Sumner Hill.
antly remembered. Mrs. Wm. R. Chap- the
Baptist church for the present, Sun- and misquoted, and have it get into the
Miss Iua Twitchell, who has been man very kindlv consented to give two
the 31st, and will return home to papers. Have your fun at home. Boomspending a part of her vacation with her recitations. Mrs. Chapman is a favorite day,
Tuesday. Mr. Pendleton is erangs will oft return to bang the sender
Jonesport
claimwith
Bethel
and
is
old
at
the
always
people,
brother, Walter E. Twitchell,
a fine young man with a good deal of in the eye.
as
of
ed
one
"our
own."
tu
Wbeaton
has
returned
homestead,
ability, and we hope to have bim with
Lucy Atwood of Rumford Falls is
Seminary, Norton, Mass., where she has I Next Thursday, the ladies of tue us
again.
I Universaliet Society will hold their anvisiting her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
a fine position.
Capt. John F. Dearborn has a crew of C. B. Atwood.
At the Young People's Society of nual fair and supper.
men from Portland painting the spool
E. D. Mead, editor of the New EngChristian Endeavor, it was voted to have I Thursday evening, the Ladies Aid oi
mill buildings. All of Capt. Dearborn's land Magazine, a man widely known,
a picnic at
Penley's Grove at South theM. E. church served their annual
buildings are in first class condition and was a guest of Ex-Governor Long ThursParis, uext Thursday, and invite the I supper on Mrs. Litllebale's lawn.
make a fine appearance.
day.
Paris Baptist Sunday School to join
An accident happened to one Qf the
West Bethel.
Henry Parsons is quite ill and on Frithem.
The
one
this
week.
stag"The
who's
about
to
day
painters
melt,
day Mrs. Parsons was seriously ill of an
poet
Mrs. Ε. H. Cuiumings was with friends i
I'ersplree, pauts ami moans.
ing gave way with three of the men on affection of the heart.
in Saco over Sunday.
Oh that I could pull off my pelt.
Last winter a neighbor lost his cat.
it, descending on to the fourth, who
And cool my burning bones'"
Miss Gerrish of New York and Miss
was at work underneath, hurting him Friday on opening the well it was found
Kichardson of Brooklyn are at Mrs. I "Oh fora
In
a
of
cucumbers'
garden
lodge
quite badly but not seriously. He is re- and the water had been used all this
I Oh for an lceWit or two at control !
Eiuina Cummings'.
from his injuries at this writ- while.
Advertised letters in Paris post office, Oh for a vale which at midday the dew cumber* covering
I Oh for a pleasure trip up to the Pole
R. F. Buck of Wellesley, Mass., who is
ing.
Aug. 1st:
Mr. and Mrs. Wilford Bowker are visiting relatives here, we learn has bad
I ( >h for a little one-etory thermometer,
Miss Ella Lane.
I
with nothlug but Zeroes all ranged In a row. visiting her people at South Woodstock. a
very adventurous life fora young man,
Mr. Wlnslow Blsltee.
I Oh for a big double-barreled hygrometer.
Mrs. J. L. Bowker went to South having seen naval service in the Cuban,
Mr. Clifton Betnls.
I To measure this moisture that rolls from my
her
visit
to
Waterford
daughter,
Chinese and Philippine troubles. He
Sunday
brow !"
Regular meeting of the directors
Mrs. Pearle Muller.
was Buckfleld born and his story would
of Paris Hill Library Association at
Midsummer.
Miss Lena Felt has finished her labors interest Buckfleld people.
Hamlin Memorial Hall on Wednesday, I The dog-star reigns.
West Poland for the
Seeing a notice of the death uf Abel
Fred E. Murphy came home from as stenographer at
August 3d, 1!H)4, at 3 p. .m.
Anesta Eastman, Clerk.
summer, and is now stopping at home. Fletcher it reminded me of pleasant
South Paris last week.

Bethel.
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Arrivals at White Mountain View
Charles B. Brooks of Greenwood made
House: Miss H. C. Wiley, Miss A. M. us a call last
Tuesday.
Mrs.
Mass.:
Samuel
French, Cambridge,
Elbridge Crooker of Bryant Pond was
Harris, Miss Elsie May Parris, Washing- I in this village last week.
ton, D. C.: Miss A. P. Lowell, Portland, I Grass ion meadows is better than last
Me.; Mr. A. C. Brackett, Mrs. A. C. vear, and still growing.
Brackett, Miss Madeline Brackett, New- I Blueberries are said to be
plentiful on
ton, Mass.: Mrs. Peables, Portland, Me.; I the mountains in this
vicinity.
Miss Maggie Matta, Dedharn, Mass.; I Some farmers are done
baying, while
Miss I.ilia Swift, South Paris.
I others have only made a beginning.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Case of Roches- I Let us
keep as cool as possible aud
ter, Ν. Y., and Mr. Frederick T. Case of avoid
all political excitement until
New York City, arrived Saturday, for a
September.
vacation with their parents, Mr. and
The much needed rain has been falling
Mrs. Charles L. Case.
in light showers on the parched earth,
Mrs. Edward L. Parris of New York and
vegetation is now booming. After
came to
the summer home here last the late
spring and the summer drouth
week. Mr. Parris will come later.
I bountiful crops may be harvested.
Miss Buggies, daughter of General
East Bethel.
Buggies, of Washington, D. C., is a
guest at "Old Brick."
Haymakers have rested the past week.
Mrs. Bowe and Miss Hattie Rowe of
Miss Hester Kimball is in Portland rePortland are at Ex-Gov. I'erhanTs.
ceiving treatment for her eyes, and will
Arrivals at the Hubbard House the
a few weeks with her sister m
past week are:
Saco.

I

I

Upend

Mr. aud Mr». W. P. P. Longfellow, Cambridge,
Mae».
Mr». G. U. Spalding, Cambridge, Ma*».
Mr. and Mrs. James Terry. Hartford. Conn
Miss Elizabeth Terry.Hartford, Conn.
Mr. H. L. Plummer, Lewlstou
Mrs. B. P. Burton,Trov, Ν. Y.
Mr. Samuel F. Hubbard, Boston.
Mr. Edwin D. M end, Boston
Mr. Attierton Kurlong, Portland.
Mr und Mr*. H. S. Hayes, New York.
Mre. F. P. Baker, New York.

I

Miss Helen Bartlett is visiting in Han-

over.

I

Gene McAllister has finished work for
Porter Farwell and gone to F. Coolidge's.
Mr. Clias. Lovejoy visited at Porter

I Far well's the past

week.

East Sumner.
C. E. Toi man of South Paris and a
Mr. Philip Goldberg returned to New Mr. Grover of Boston were in the place

I

York Saturday. Mrs. Goldberg will re- on Thursday en route for Rumford Falls.
Mr. 11. A. MacDonald visited his
main at their summer home here.
A good number attended the tea giveu parents last week at Farmington, reby Mrs. At wood and Mrs. Brooks at the turning so as to occupy the CongregaGolf Links Saturday.
Miss Perham I tional pulpit on Sunday as usual.
Berry pickers are having good success
assisted in pouring tea. The club house
was decorated with tiowers, etc.
In the as raspberries and blueberries are plenty.
Rather "catchy"
hay weather last
putting contest Mrs. Brooks won finit
prize, making six holes in twelve week, still but little rain.
much
We
read
with
interest Editor
strokes: Miss Annabel Potter won second prize, making six holes in thirteen I Forbes* sketches of the St. Louis tair.
I Of course there is much unseen in a
strokes.
A very successful event was the an- brief trip there, yet Bro. Forbes has a
uual fair of the ladies of the Uuiversal- happy faculty of telling what he saw aud
ist society, on Thursday and Friday, at what others may see. Such sketches of
Academy Hall. The sale on Thursday I travel are better than Peter Parley s

I

was brisk, and nearly all the varied articles with which the several booths were
stocked were disposed of. Thursday
evening the attendance was rather light
on account of the weather, but those
who were present were entertained by
A. E. Morse with some of his best
selections, and the exhibit of paintings
of Miss Thorne and Miss Brinckle delighted all. Friday evening the three
act comedy, "The Ladies of Cranford,"
was presented to a
packed house by a
cast of eleven young ladies, most of them
summer residents.
It is a delightful
little play, and was exceedingly well presented aud appropriately costumed, and
won much applause from the audience.
Fortunately the evening was cool, and
the dancing which followed the play,
even though somewhat crowded, was
much enjoyed. The total receipts of the
t'air were about fltiO.

rryeourg,
On Tuesday evening, August 0th, in
New Church Hall, fourteen residents of
this vicinity, who were born in lS-'M, are
to have a joint celebration in commemoration of the 70th anniversary of
their natal year. The idea of such a
celebration was tirst broached by Alonzo
P. Lewis of this town (who, by the way,
was born ou Juue 23d, 1834, in the nearby hamlet of East Conway, X. H.,) and
Mr. Lewis has been the leading spirit in
preparing the program of exercises for
the occasion, though his fellow septuagenarians have taken a deep interest in the
celebration and have made many helpful
suggestions with a view to ensuring its
success.
The formal part of the program for the celebration will consist of
music, of brief addresses from invited
guests and from some of the septuagenarians in commemoration of
whose
natal year the celebration is to be held,
and of the reading of letters from persons
unable to be present and of poems
specially written for the occasion. Preceding the formal part of the evening's
program, there will be an informal hour
or more for the exchange of social
greetings, for indulgence in reminiscences of
occurrences many years agone, and, in
general, for a do-as-one-pleases good
time. Among those who have been invited to honor the occasion with their
presence are P. B. Sanborn of Conlord,
Mass., the well-known author; George
Thomas, Charlotte Thomas, Atherton
Furlong and Mrs. Clara Marcelle Greene
of Portland; and, with his fiddle, John
W. Hutchinson of Lynn, Mass., the last
survivor of the
famous
Hutchinson
family of temperance minstrels. If Mr.
Sanboru shall be present at the celebration, he will give an address upon Rev.
Samuel Langdon, who for six years was
president of Harvard College, and upon
his son, Paul Langdon, who was the
first preceptor of our academy.

Lovell.

I geography.

North

Stoneham.

Blanche Adams has got home from
Xewry where she has been teaching and
is at work for her brother Herbert at the
cottage.
Mrs. LeForest McAllister and son
Alton are visiting at H. B. McKeen's.
Mrs. Louisa Adams has been to Norway a week with her son Freeland, whose
wife is very low with no hopes of her re-

covery.
Etta Keniston of Albany is at work for
Mrs. John Adams.
School in this district closed Friday
after a very successful term taught by
Flora Butters of East Stoneham. Miss
her
Butters labored faithfully
with
scholars as was shown at examination.
In Stoneham. July 24th, to the wife of
John Adams, a daughter.

Mrs. Carrie Austin of South Paris
visited at Mrs. Emily Pelt's recently.
Mrs. Edwin Cole will visit her parents
at Norway, Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Hill,
next week.
Fred Hill has enlisted in the U. S.
Cavalry as wagoner.
Miss Dora York has been at home
from the Norway shoe shop with three
little friends for a few days this week.
Potterton of New York City
Dr.
preached a fine sermon at the Universalist church the 24th and will preach
three more Sundays. It is hoped there
« ill be a good attendance, for it is seldom the people here have the opportunity to hear such an eloquent speaker.
B. Smith of Bethel, who has been
clerk at the Glen Mt. House, has finished his labors there, and Capt. Brooks is
occupying that position.
Robert Jacobs and Lewis Day went to
^
Gorham, Ν. H., Sunday and from there
to Portland, and returned here Friday.
Misses Leah and Lizzie Sweetsir have
finished work in the clothespin mill for
the present.
I)r. Tuell of Bethel was in town Wednesday working at his profession.
Fremont Whitman is working in the
grist mill for Edwin Andrews.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Bowker and Edward Stanley were at J. L. Bowker's

passed

on.

In the lectures which he is giving before librarians' schools and elsewhere,
Mr. Eastman, the state librarian of New
York, is throwing on the screen the
picture and plan of the Zadoc Long Free
Library as illustrating a model small
library. He tells his hearers that from

the points of view of both architecture
and utility, it can not be excelled.
West Sumner.

Several people from

cluding

Hotel arrivals this week: L. D. Hall, by everyone.
On last Tuesday there was a great exLyndon. Vt.; W. H. Stuart, New Haven;
Thos. E. Potterton, New York; R. M. odus from West Sumner to the blueWinslow, New York; George A. Jack- berry fields. All were successful.
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Dunham recently
son, Bangor; A. H. Eastman, Berlin.
entertained guests from Brattleboro, Vt.

Greenwood.
Mr. F. E. Keniston of South Paris was
Our boss is still on Patch Mountain here this week delivering printed goods,
trying to assist in cutting the hay, but orders for which he took two weeks
finds it rather uphill business on account ago.
of the lowery weather. The drouth,
Mrs. H. A. MacDonald and daughter
Denmark.
however, was getting severe bo that all have returned to Farmington, where
Mr. Chas. H. Mclntire is still confined
the showers we had were needed, and as they will spend the month of August.
to the house by sickness.
more.
Miss Delia Lane of West Paris recentMrs. Brown, mother of the late Dr. S. many
We are glad to see John Hathaway on ly visited Mrs. Hannah Bates and other
T. Brown, is visiting with Mrs. S. T.
bis mail route once more. His sickness friends in West Sumner.
Brown.
was brief, but so severe as to call for a
Rev. C. A. Hayden of Augusta occuMr. James Head is at the hospital in
doctor, and his looks plainly show that pied the pulpit at the Universalist
Portland with a bad hand.
he was in it. Mr. Bacon made a good church on July 24. Mr. Hayden is much
Mrs. I'has. Perkins is reported as quite
substitute, being right on the mark every admired here always, but it seems his
sick.
time.
sermons this year were far superior to
Mr. C. O. Wood is not able to be
We were so fortunate the other day as his former ones. Each one in the audiabout yet, but gaining slowly.
All are
to get an interview with Mrs. Emerson ence felt he had received much.
Mr. F. L. Pond is still at the Maple(Russell) Billing·), sister of B. F. Russell, glad we have the privilege to listen to
wood.
the
in
Democrat
him another day, on July 31.
whose letter appeared
The Λ1 Martz Specialty Co. are stoprecently. Her parents had 14 children,
ping at the Maplewood.
Oxford.
12 of whom arrived at maturity, three
sons and nine daughters; only one son
Kev. Mr. Newport lias been sick with
North Buckfield.
and five daughters are now living, and tonsilitis.
Rev.
Charles
Hayden of Augusta they are scattered broadcast over the
Mies Lena Perkins and Miss Bessie
preached a very interesting sermon on country. Of the three brothers that Newport attended the summer school at
"Faith", at our school house, the 24th, married only one became the father of a Wilton.
and the grange choir sang some very
Mrs. Alice Faunce and two children of
family, and now there is but one son to
âne selections on the same occasion.
perpetuate the name of that branch of Great Falls, Ν. H., are visiting her
Heald
and
Mrs.
Arthur
Hall
Maggie
the family.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Newton Littleton.
are at South Paris on a short visit this
Accidents have happened ever since
The Oxford Grange entertained visitors
week.
the first one occurred, if anybody knows July 16th from other granges, Poland
Charles B. Damon lost a horse the bow
long ago that was, and are liable to and Otisfield. Ice cream and cake were
24th by breaking through the stable for some time
yet. The other day, Les- served.
floor and falling into the cellar.
ter Morgan was leading a two-year-old
Cash Edwards of Portland is at home
There has been lots of hay spoiled in heifer towards home from where she for a short time.
our vicinity during this dull weather.
and
when
been
had
Mrs. Dawes has gone to Auburn to
going
pastured,
Ida Record is at work for Fred Scott. down the hill a little below the Bennett visit her son, Walter Dawee.
The National Lumber Co., which has
place she stumbled, and instead of rebeen shut down during haying, is soon
Hiram.
gaining her feet fell headlong and broke
to start up again.
her neck. Her time to come in would
Mr. Eli C. Wadsworth has twenty-five
have expired in a few days, which probaboarders at his cottages, this week.
Hebron.
bly was the the cause of her stumbling Among them are M. and Madame
Mrs. H. K. Stearns and Mies Hazel that caused the fatal accident.
DeMuro of Tarrytown, Ν. Y. Madame
Donham have goue on a carriage drive
DeMuro was a baroness in her native
Brownfield.
to Paris and Bethel this week and will
France, and both are accomvisit friends.
The ladies of the Unlversalist Circle
artists with brush and pencil.
Mrs. £. S. Dunham and Miss Knapp
a lawn party
evening. plished
Miss Lucy T. Harris of Augusta is
are in Camdeu with their sister, Mrs.
he yard was pretty, lighted by Japanher friend, Mrs. Eli C. WadsMusic by the band. Ice visiting
ese lanterns.
Cyrus Curtis of Philadelphia.
worth.
Dr. Crane goes to Squirrel Island this cream and cake and lemonade was
Mrs. Annie Lynch of Washington, D.
week on his vacation.
served, and a every one retrrned home
is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Marshall
Mr. and Mrs. Brainard are with Mrs. feeling well repaid for their evening's C.,
Spring.
Crane and intend going with her to the entertainment.
The venerable Capt. Thomas O. Spring
Island later on.
Blueberries bave been very plenty,
aged 85 years has become blind.
Mr. and Mrs. Melcher are in Portland selling at aiz cents now.
Mrs. George Lane of Ardmore, Penn.,
for a few days. It is hoped the change
Mr. Anderson of Portland is visiting
is visiting her step-mother, Mrs. C. L.
will improve Mr. Metcher's health, as at Mr. A. F. Perkins'.
Twitchell.
he has not recovered fully from the
Mr. and Mrs. Perkins and daughter
On July 28 the mercury reached 80.
blood poisoning.
are spending their vacation at their cottage in this village.
North Paris.
Mr. Storer from Fitchburg, Mass., is
East Hebron.
Prof. W. W. Andrews and family are
The dull and rainy days have given visiting at Mr. F. Johnson's.
Quite a crowd from Brownfield went visiting his brother, A. D. Andrews.
the fields and gardens Dew life and a
to see the circus.
A. D. Andrews and Alfred, Ε. E.
prospect of reward for the farmer's to Conway to-day is
Mr. Ε. B. Bean
slowly improving. Field and family, Iver and Llewellyn
labor.
at
of
Mr.
a
houseful
Wilguests
Quite
Lowe and others, went to Lewiston the
Mra. Dow is in Lewiston with her babe
who hurt her face quite badly by a fall liam Rowe's.
22d, to Forepangh's show.
Rev. and Mra. Nelaon and children
in a room with a step into another room,
visited at Β. K. Dow's July 20, and
Qraftoa.
from which she fell, striking her face on
friends here.
the step.
At last the much needed rain came in called on
and wife have
John
Leroy Abbott is lick with typhoid
friends

Çive

country,

Wednesday

good refreshing showers.
J. H. Farrar, now living in Deering,
< told his farm in this plaoe last week to
Or. Twaddle of Bethel.
More boarders from the city are exGeorge Muse has recently sold his
this
Dickvaie.
to
week
remain
pected
during warm ι arm and stock (the S. P. Davis farm) to
weather.
There wu a baptism in the stream
Ifell Sturtevant of Magalloway.
Prank Pierce has bought a large numnear H. O. Rowe's July 84th.
Dr. Twaddle was sent for Tuesday
Two canber
of
hens
and
chickens
and
intends
to
ι light to attend O. W. Brooks, who was
didates were baptised by Rev. T. S.
<
a
make
business
of
Scammon and three were received into
keeping poultry. rery ill with an attack of cholera morEggs are 20 cents per dozen.
the Free Baptist church.
Is better I hear.
his.
Ruth Newton returned last
The whistle at the mill of W. H. I Visiting Streaked Mountain for blueMrs.

Mass.,1

but they have

our village, inMr. and Mrs. Herbert Heath,
Mr. G. Π. Packard, Mrs. H. A. MacDonald, Miss Harriet Woodbury, Mrs.
G. A. Chandler, Mr. Η. Β. T. Chandler,
Mr. and Mrs. F. R. McLaughlin, went to
Sumner Ilill, July 17, and listened to a
fine sermon, delivered by Mr. Howard
A. MacDonald. Although but a young
man and yet a student, Mr. MacDonald
showed great depth and strength of
Sunday.
John Hathaway, carrier on R. F. D. thought in his discourse, which was deNo. 2, resumed duty Tuesday noon, but livered in a very earnest and most able
still looks as though he was under the manner.
weather.
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Tuell of WaterMrs. John Titus is at Falmouth to town, Mass., are spending their vacation
with relatives in West Sumner.
stop a few weeks.
Mrs. Stella Bacon visited at South
Miss Amelia Sanford, a teacher in the
school for the blind in Philadelphia,
Paris last week.
Mrs. Flora Cole and Mrs. Lalia Estes Penn., and a niece, Miss George, arrived
at the Deaconess' Home, Friday, July
went to Norway Tuesday for the day.
Jerry Farrar has been very sick with 22.
Dr.
is
A quiet wedding occurred at the home
convalescing.
appendicitis, but
Wheeler of West Paris is attending him. of Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Tuell, on Sunday
are
and
Milliken
May
May Plummer
morning, July 24, when their daughter,
Miss Ellen, was married to Mr. Willis
visiting at Mrs. Stella Ford's.
Miss Nellie Owen visited at Abbie Ames. The ceremony was performed
Whitman's last week.
by Rev. Mr. Nelson of West Paris. Both
Mr. and Mrs. G. A. England are stop- the contracting parties are popular young
townspeople and all join in wishing
ping at Eugene Cole's cottage.
W. G. Morton was in town Sunday. them a long life of happiness.
Miss Dot Heald is yet quite ill, having
He has sold out his business at Mechanic
Falls and is to go into business with his euflered more trouble with her ear. It is
wished by her many friends that she
brother at Boston.
Lots of blueberry pickers have made may soon recover.
Miss Grace Farrar is reported comtrips to Davis Mountain for the past
is
the
Wonderful indeed
week. It was estimated that 1400 quarts fortable.
one
in
were carried from the mountain
patience exhibited by her during her
bit
of
and
severe
and
illness,
every
•lay.
long
Helen Doughty is doing house work encouragement given by her physicians
and nurse is more than gladly received
for Mrs. Ansel Dudley.

The ladies of the Library Club gave
the play, "The Spinster's Return" at the
town house Friday evening.
F. C. Stearns of Hot Springs and A. £.
Stearns of Rumford Falls are stopping
at Κ. T. Si earns' at the Centre.
S. F. Heald and L. L. Stearns have
bought the goods in the store of the late
J. M. Farrington.
Henry W. McAllister is sick and his
father, Daniel McAllister, is driving the
North Lovell stage.
Mrs. A. J. Stearns of Norway is at J.
F. Stearns'.
Rev. T. M. Davies supplied the pulpit
at the Congregational church here last
Sunday. Rev. Mr. Hinckley of Fairview
Harper
city
will preach Sunday, and Rev. L. B. visiting them.
Goodrich of Marlboro, Mass., is expected
Charles Hodsdon and Mr. Perkins of
to preach at the village during August. Waterville returned home Sunday.

Ames Λ Co. ia again beard.
Mrs. Hattie Harris of Brockton,
is visiting her father, Charles Andrews.

ueighborly relations of nearly thirty
years ago, when Mrs. Fletcher was living. Aside from the great age attained
by Mr. Fletcher we can truly say that
the world was made better for their having lived in it. Truthful and honest
and kindly disposed towards all. Mrs.
Fletcher was a remarkable woman, a
brilliant conversationalist at home, or
wherever her lot was cast. It was a
great pleasure for me to sit and listen,

berries is the chief employment now.
rhursday to Auburn.
Ladies' Circle will meet again the
Arthur Parker Is helping Will Pratt
ilrst of this month.
ι rlth his haying.

{

)

fever.

Ε. E. Field ha· lost a yearling steer
from hit pasture, a Durham, red with a
very little white, amall star in face.
Clayton Churchill out his foot badly a

short time ago.

ing

His

neighbors

him a lift with his

haying.

are

giv-

Mr. T. B. Rose of Presque Isle, who
has been a resident of Aroostook oounty for fifty years, says that during this
long period he has never known a crop
failure there. Few sections of the οοαη-

{ try can

show inoh

a

record

;

as

this.

j

!

Roosevelt Notified.

The formal notification of President
Roosevelt that he bad been nominated
ty tbe Republican convention was made
ι it his summer home at Oyster Bay on
Wednesday. The address of notification
*as given by Speaker Joseph G. Cannon

in the hull. It also broke the steam
feed pipe, making the machinery useless.
The boat then drifted a while and struck
another ledge, where she remained.
The passengers, about 300 in number,
withwere taken off in boats and tugs,
out panic or injury to anyone. Considerable baggage and freight was lost
The City of Rockland was
or damaged.
one of the newest and best of the comIt is thought she can
steamers.
A large quantity of
e got off all right.
baggage and freight on the lower decks
was a total loss.

)f the National Honse of Repreeentaives.
Both his address and the reiponse of President Roosevelt are wellprepared documents, moderate in ex-

pression, and they give about

clear

as

ind concise a summary as possible of
»hat Republican administration has
lone for the country, and what it may
reasonably be expected to do in tbe
future. From the president's response
ι few stray sentences are given below :
•

·

Price contraction is better than money expansion. This is self
But here is a price contraction plus value expansion,
Our ALTERATION
which means money saved for you.

evident.

going

MALE has been

on a

short time but there

all sizes, 11.4» grade
3NE LOT white mercerized waists, well made,

08c. grade now
A party is of worth only in so far as it
! 3NE LOT gingham waists, dark, tucked,
ΤΑ Κ EV WITH CRAMPS.
promotes the national interest, and
insertion yoke, 11.08 grade
Wm. Kirmse, a member of the bridge 3NE LOT white lawn waists, lace
svery official, high or low, can serve his
party best by rendering to the people gang working near Littleport w;m taken
the best service of which he is capable. suddenly ill Thursday night with cramps
·

·

·

•

*

We are more fortunate than our opponents, who now appeal for confidence
an the ground, which some express and
some seek to have confidentially «nderetood, that if triumphant they may be
trusted to prove false to every priDciple
which in the last eight years they have
laid down as vital, and to leave undisturbed those very acts of the administration because of which they ask that the
administration itself be driven from

and a kind of cholera. His case was so
severe that he had to have the members
of the crew wait upon him and Mr. Gifford was called and consulted. He told
them he bad a medicine in the form of

Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhœa Remedy that he thought would help

accordingly

him out and

still 1,

are

little money. A few of them are,
many great values for
TWO LOTS of those pretty "Bertha" white lawn waists; #1.4» grade

Eany's

·

·

PRICE CONTRACTING,
VALUE EXPANDING.

The Eastern Steamship Co.'· steamer
and
Cltj of Rockland, of the Boston in
Rockland line, went on a ledge
mornPenobscot Bay, in a fog, Tuesday
but the
ing. She was running slowly,
blow was sufficient to stave a big hole

κ

<

now

>

now

now

.149

WASH SKIRTS.

<
1

now
LOT#g«w>d duck, piped with white, wide Hare, $1.98 grade
and
blue
with
black
white,
seams,
voile
skirts, plaited
JNE LOT
regular price 11.98 now

ij

)NE

with white

#149

WALKING SKIRTS.

several doses

administered with the result that
the fellow was able to be around next
ONE LOT walUiug «kirts of a light mixed material, checked 15.00 ^raiie
day. The incident speaks quite highly
«v.,j,
...........
of Mr. Gifford's medicines.—Elkader, now
inch
were
to
38
$2.UK
32
now
attidark
their
Iowa,
Argue.
length,
11.4.,
stripe,
present
ONE LOT Misses' skirts,
power. Seemingly
This remedy never fails. Keep it in
tude as to their past record is that some
ONE LOT Kaiu Coats of good waterproofed material, in Oxford mixture*
of them were mistaken and others in- your home, it may save life. For sale by
^ ·λ)
#12..r>0 grade now
We make our appeal in a Shurtleff & Co., South Paris; Jones Drug
sincere.
NorOxford
Store,
connot
Drug
are
;
Noyes
contain
Store,
different
We
that
brilliantine,
cashmere,
flauuel,
figured
camM
wholly
spirit.
ONE LOT dress goods
strained to keep silent on any vital way.
brown and grey, <{# tlJ -tJ
weaves, *ome of the colors are black, blue,
vital
on
no
we
are
divided
question;
....
Bert Coffin of South Freeport, 21 years
i Ά
wide, 50c. to 7-r>c. grade now
question; our policy is continuous, and
was arrested Monday night on a
is the same for all sections and localities. old,
of larceny. When the officers
There is nothing experimental about the charge
he resisted, and finally, at the
to con- took him
we ask the
were

people
command of his father, fired a revolver
tinue in power, for our performance In
at one of the officers. The bullet went
effiour
the past,
proved governmental
and made
the officer's
our
is
a
as
to
promises athrough hole in the clothing
ciency,
guarantee
door behind him.
large

government

for the future.
We believe in reciprocity with foreign
nations on the terms outlined in President McKinley's last speech, which urged the extension of our foreign markets
by reciprocal agreements whenever they
could be made without injury to AmeriIt is a singular
can industry and labor.
fact that the only great reciprocity
treaty recently adopted—that with Cuba
—was finally opposed almost alone by
the representatives of the very party

which now states that it favors reciprocity. And here again we ask that the
worth of our words be judged by comparing their deeds with ours. On this
Cuban reciprocity treaty there were at
the outset grave differences of opinion
among ourselves, and t)ie notable thing
in the negotiation and ratification of the
treaty, and in the legislation which carried it into effect, was the I.ighly practical manner in which without sacrifice of
principle these differences of opinion
There was no rupture
were reconciled.
of a great party, but an excellent practical outcome, the result of the harmonious co-operation of two successive Presiand two successive Congresses.
This is an illustration of the governing
capacity which entitles us to the confidence of the people not only in our purposes but in our practical ability tc
achieve those purposes. Judging by the
history of the last twelve years, down
to this very month, is there justification
for believing that under similar circumstances and with similar intial differences of opinion, our opponents would
have achieved any practical result?

dents^

From the Milker of Nine Cows.
Hebron, July 24, 1904.
I begin to think I am middling well acquainted in and among the people in

neighborhood.

this

The man

that

I

stop with is Lewis Phillips, who has a
nice farm about two miles from Hebron
Academy. He has a fine orchard and
will probably raise 1000 barrels of apples this year. He has a fine herd oi
Jersey and Durham cows, and some
fancy steer calves.

Phillips' family consists of one
wife, one daughter, one hired man, and
last but not least, your humble servant,
who milks the cows and turns the grindMr.

stone.
Our nearest neighbor is Deacon Cummings. I don't know exactly how many
there are in the family, but one thing I
do know, they have a little baby born
last week and a hired girl. The hired
girl was born some time before the

CHILDREN'S DRESSES.

ONE LOT of gingham, good style, small sizes,
ONE LOT of white lawn,

repeating

rifle

goods.

and

a

wagon-load

of

SAVED.

"A short time ago I was taken with a
violent attack of diarrhœa and believe I
would have died if I had not gotten relief," says John J. Patton, a leading citi"A friend recomzen of Patton, Ala.

mended Chamberlain's

somewhat acquaint"itb- That is, he is one of fourteen
the
but
not
children,
only one. He is
cutting Mr. C'ushman's grass. I notice
he plays a lively tune in the hay field.
I almost forgot to mention our old
rooster. He begins to crow about 2
A. m., and gets all hands out by daylight. Then he takes a morning nap. As
if lie don't
soon as haying is over,
keep more quiet he will do for dinner if
I can get my cane on him.
I don't think of any news to write except that our old Durham cow had a calf
yesterday in the woods, and it took all
hands about two hours to find her.
It is not a good plan to talk about
your neighbors too much, so I will tell
you about my trip to Streaked Mountain
in search of blueberries and pleasure. I
There was
found both quite plenty.
one set back, however, I got awful dry.
I did not meet anybody with anything
I was almost
on his hip fit to drink.
tempted to milk one of Dr. Whitman's
cows, I got so dry, and the only reason
I did not was I could not catch the cow.
But I got home all right with a pail of
good berries and a clear conscience.
True happiness
happiness cconsists of trying to
am

w. C.

make others happy.
Universalist

lirove

Meeting.

The aDnual grove meeting of the Oxford Association of Universalists will be
held at Lake Anasagunticook, on Sun-

day, Augrst 7th.

Morning and afternoon services will
be held and people attending are requested to bring their picnic dinners.
Trains will be run from Rumford
Falls, Lewieton and Liverniore, arriving
at the Grove in time for the morning
services, returning after the afternoon

eervices.
The Rev. ffm. M. Kimmell, of Charlestown, Mass., will preach at the morning
eervice, and the Rev. Frederick A. 13isbee at the afternoon service, thus assuring us of two good sermons.
Let us have a large attendance at these
meetings, which begin in the morning
»t 10.45 and in the afternoon at 1:30.
Special trains for Anasgunticook
leave Lewieton at 8:00 a. m., Livermore
»t 8:45, Rumford Falls at 9:00, returning
ifter the afternoon meeting.
A

September

Tempered Wind.

ialr-tonic:

"Making

an

honest living is

Norway.

Broadway,

...

)

29 to

NORWAY, MAINE.

There are still a few Maine towns that
have not fully complied with the state
law requiring the putting up of sign
boards at all cross roads. Towns who
neglect the plain provisions of the
statute regarding this matter are taking
chances.

BLUE

STORES.

Qreatly Reduc-

at

ed Prices.

Washington county is rejoicing in the
prospect of harvesting the biggest ci.jp

At this

of blueberries on record. The canneries
are getting ready to run overtime and
the pickers are planning what they shall
buy with the money they earn.
Friend*

& CO. TO

ALL

SUFFERERS

SUURTI.KFF
FROM

CA-

TARRH.

stores, and now'* the·

our

buy.

time to

Get the Cream of the Selection

Thin can truthfully be oat<l of JELL-U ICE
CREAM POWDER, the new product fur making
the moat delicious Ice cream you ever ate ; everything lu the package Nothing tauten ao good In
hot weather. All grocer* ar·· placing It In rtock.
If your grocer can't supply you semi I'm;, for 'J
package» by mall. Four kinds: Vanilla, Chocolate, Strawberry ami Unllavore·!. Address, The
Uenesee Pure Food Co., Box 295, Le Roy, Ν. Y.

A FAIR OFFER MADE UV F. A.

of the year Broken Price»

season

prevail throughout

Every Day.

Costs Nothing Unless Cured

Spring Suits

Our New

ford; Noyes Drugstore, Norway.

making

Honey?

Do You Value

CHOLERA INFANTUM.
This disease has lost its terrors eince
Cholera and
Chamberlain's Colic.
diarrhoea Remedy came into general
The uniform success which atuse.
tends the use of this remedy in all cases
of bowel complaints in children has
made it a favorite wherever its value has
become known. For sale by Shurtleff Λ
Co., South Paris: Jones Drug Store, Ox-

by calling early

as

the best tradesalwavs

go first.

$17, 16.00,
$14, 13.00,

44

44

$IO,

14

44

44

$ 8, 7 50,

44

44

44

$ 5,

44

44

44

12,

Youths'

Men's Trousers
$4.75

$4.00
$3.00

$300

$2.00

and 4.50,

All

Worsted, Stylish,

Dress

44

44

44

44

Grades

10.ου

7.50
6.oo
4.00

Trousers Suits, and

Boys

included in the sale.

Opportunity.
$4.00

and $.75

$2.50

and 1.25

3.25
2.50 and 2.-5

PANTS.

WORKING
and 2.75

Long

are

$12.00

Suits, your choice,

15,

14

Knee Suits

now
44

44

«

44
44
« *9
F. A. Shurtleff A· Co. are selling Ilyu- $1.50
mei on a plan that has caused cousiderPrices.
Odd Pants at
Youths' and
able talk amongst their customers.
The plau is different from that followed by other remedies, but the remedy itA splendid line of new Ties, Shirts, Hosiery, Outing Suits ami
This treatment
self is different also.
Trousers
an
unhas
such
for the cure of catarrh
just in.
usual record of cures to its credit that
F. A. Shurtleff A Co. offer to refund the
money if it does not give the desired
This is certainly one of the
benefit.
NORWAY.
fairest offers that can be made aud any SOUTH PARIS.
one who has catarrh and does not take
advantage of it is doing himself or herself an injustice.
Do not sulTer any longer with tickling,
smarting, burning, eye-wateriog troubles
that atllict those who have catarrh. Hyomei will cure you, but if you should not
find it adapted to your case, F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co. will return your money.

Bargain

Boys'

F. H. NOYES CO.,

Millinery Sale.

Ladies' Oxfords.
We

are

line of

ANY

showing a large

in

up-to-date

our

$1.50.

window this week for

Ready-to-wear Hat
for

IN

98

These

cents.

bargains

are

at

MRS. E. A. HOWE,

Patent Colt, Tan Calf)

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

and Kid.

IN ALL GRADES FROM

$1.25

to

$3.00.

mil

CASTORIA For Infants and Children.
Tlit Kind You Hm Alwiys Bought

is the

sleigh

Address, P. O. Box 50, Paris,
Me., or inquire at Democrat Office,
South Paris
In tbe

Bears the

—

T"

name

of

our

53.00 SHOE FOR LADIES
and

they

are

as

good

as

can

be made for

$3.00.

We carry thena in all styles in B, C, D and Ε
widths. Call for them at

SMILEY SHOE STORE,

Ν OPERA HOUSE

NORWAY, MAINE.

BLOCK,

WOOD ASHES FOR SALE

NOTICE.
District Court of the United State· for the
Dlitrlct of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
Jn't It?"
)
Some pictures by May Wilson Preston In the matter of
AUSTIN MCALLI8TKR,
} In Bankruptcy.
dd to the comedy.
of Norway, Bankrupt. )
To the creditor· of Austin Mc A Water In the
of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Protection Our Proper Permanent County
Notice Is hereby given that on the »rd day of
waa
July, A. D. 1904, the said Austin McAllister first
Policy
'or
duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the
ι the title of the recent speech of Con- meeting of his creditors will be held at the Court
of Aug.,
13th
tbe
on
Paris,
In
South
day
which
House,
Teseman McCleary, of Minnesota,
A. D. 1901, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which
I M just been published by the Ameri- 1 time the said creditors may attend, prove their
One
Tariff
copy claims, appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt,
c an Protective
League.
Send postal and transact such other business as may properly
f ree to every applicant.
come before said meeting.
c ard request for tree copy of document
South Paris, JulrJM&Ot.
1
GltO. A. WILSON,
1 Γο. 88. Address W. V. Wake man, Seo· !
Beterea la Bankruptcy. 3
New York, N. 7.1
889

anyhow,

July

Drug Store, Oxford; Noyes Drugstore,

light single

*tter than that Wall Street,

i*

Colic, Cholera

buggy

man.

.17

1.

South Paris.

lary self-respecting "green goods"
In the words of the versatile "Buck"
Ikinner, as they sally forth to sell
olored water to the Jersey farmers for

afternoons from

.10

n··»

I bought a
Diarrlnea Remedy.
twenty-five cent bottle and after taking
three doses of it was entirely cured. I
consider it the best remedy in the world
for bowel
complaints. For sale by
Shurtleff &
Co., South Paris; Jones

anjj

O. Henry strikes twelve in the August
tfcCLUKK'B with "A Tempered wind,"
FOR KALE.
With a
\ ;be best story yet from his pen.
wealth of diverting humor and wholeOne mare, weight 1000 lbs., brokι tome philosophy, tue author describes
en to steam and electric cars and
ι he experiences of two country fakers
automobiles. Good driver or worker.
the
desert
rho, In sudden prosperity,
in excellent condi*
One top
] >rovinces and try their hands at workng the city. After a most interesting tion, been used but little.
,
harness in good
ixperience on Wall Street and a trial of
One
Vail Street methods of faking, the pair condition used less than two
years
lecide that they prefer buncoing farm·
One set light double harness.
The city game
irs to "high finance."
in good condition.
One
s too swift and dishonest for any ordi-

...

Friday

Store closed

ThU will Intercut Mother*.

Mr. C'onant I

puce

« .to

ANOTHER LOT of those white wash belts at
VIOLENT ATTACK OF DIARRHŒA
ONE LOT muslins in plain and lace stripe, light and dark, 12 1 2c. grade
CURED BY CHAMBERLAIN'S COLONE LOT voiles, plain colors and figured, 2.rjc. grade now
IC, CHOLERA AND DIARRHŒA
A
LIFE
ONE LOT waistings pretty stripes, white and very light, 2'tc. grade now
REMEDY AND PERHAPS

The next neighbor is Arthur George
Mother Cray's Sweet Powders for Children.
who is a thrifty farmer and is building a Cure Feverish
ness, Had Stomach, Summer Kowel
He also runs a Troubles, Teething Disorders, move ami regulate
bam this summer.
the U'.wcl» an«l Destroy Worms. They never/ail.
small store.
Over .10,000 testimonials. At all drugglsis, 25c.
The noxt one is the widow Rowe and Sample
mailed FREE. Address Allen S. Olmtwo sons. The widow is 00 years old, sted, l.e Roy, Ν. V.
and one son is 0i>, but I don't know
which one.
Auk for Allcii'* Koot-Kaae, Λ Powder
Then you come up Greenwood Hill. To shake into your shoes, it rests the feet.
There Mr. C'onant lives, and my old Mukc* walking easy. Cures Corns. Huntons, InNails, Swollen aud .sweating feet. At
friend Moses Verrill nnd one Mr. C'ush- growing
on't accept
all druggist* aud shoe stoce*. 25c.
I have not got acquainted with any suli-tltute. Sample KHEE. Address Allen
man.
Ν.
Le
V.
S.
Ulmated,
Roy,
him yet, but no doubt he is an honest

upright man.

j

insertion, regular

$1.98 and $2.19 now
Coffin's father was also arrested. The
officers eearched the house and found a ONE LOT table covers of heavy chenille, good colors, large size, ϊ^,.ίΤ L!ra,ie

baby.

[ ι ■tory,

prettily

now

were

trimmed with lace and

In any

quantity desired.

CAR LOAD

LOTS

A

SPECIALTY.

Price and Particulars address,

SIMON STAHL,
ALSO DEALER IN COAL AND WOOD.
E·

■

W. 3ΗΓ·

/

froocral

(βτίοτΛ

The

*

SOUTH PABIS.
(iSA.NO

ΓΒΓΧΚ
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,
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leayk

east —4
3
A
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Sunday outj
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a
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Il

,1t.

.ri

e»KI# FOeT OFFICE.
7 3Û

A

M

to

7 3l>

F

M.

cmttcHKs.

„t.national l'burch.

Kev. W.

fe

Prea.-htnjr «ervtcee, 10:4
Sun«ia> School 12 *.; Y
Κ λΙ· r M Church prayer meeting ο!
Λ 11, notothei
:
;ttT ;«> o'clock
uuected, are conllallv Invited,
Pastoi
A.
11.
Clifford.
Kev.
:··ι«. nun/h.
y..
ralo.·
rayer îneeilnjt. *:30 λ
Schoo
a
45
1"
M.,
Sabbath
!c<
j-irv
u
Meeting. 6 15 F. H.
•Y. Kiworth Lea*ue7 F.
orayer meetlni
nieet nc
■-.·; Us-meeting. Vrldnyeienlna
• ·η ·»ιιιι·1*ν,
preaching servie*
ι» i»

s,

l' ietor.

s

C. Aldrich
Mill* Friday.

made

a

trip

to r Hid Been hi the Water Two

Miss Grace Doe of Cambridge, Mass.
visiting relatives in Paris.

BODT OF

"KD."

JUDKINS

FOl'SD SRAR

CROCKETT*» BRIDGE AT NORWAY.

At the Great

NORWAY.

Dey».

Mrs. Wirt Stanley was the guest oJ
friends in Saco over Sunday.

commencing June 13. 1»4,
ikains

G«orge

Walker

World's

Fair.

PURCHASE EXPOSITION.
A rather startling piece of news which Gilbert.
spread over the two villages Saturday
The farmers who neglected to cut
Rev. Howard Clifford preached at th« morning was that the body of Leonard their
hay during the excellent weather
(Fourth letter.)
Biscoe school house on Sunday.
E. Judkins, generally known aa "Ed
the first of the month made a great misA TRIP DOWN THE PIKE.
of Norway, had been found in take.
Judkins,
Miss Stella Record of Poland is visitthe water of the lower part of PenneeeeeHo! for the Pike!
Don C. Seitz amf family are visiting at
ing her grandparents. J. A. Record and
wassee
Lake, just below Crockett β Dr. B. F. Bradbury's. Mr. Seitz, forAre your limbe weary with traveling,
wife.
What made it particularly merly in charge of the Norway local your eyes with seeing and your brain
Bridge.
Mrs. Orin Jones of Oxford visited hei startling was the fact which came out
paper, is now business manager of the with takingit all in? Then let us turn
brother, C. H. Clifford, during the pasl at the same time, that the body nail New York World.
aside for a little while from the strenweek.
been lying in the water for not less than
Charles P. Barnes, Esq., and sons, uousness of "doing" the fair, and minfact
the
that
Charles and Phineas, are visiting at gling in the whirl ofgayety of that noted
Miss Susie M. Wheeler is spending the fifty-four hours, though
he hat! disappeared was not generally Houlton for a short time.
"street of concessions," find some place
present week at Peak's Island with Mrs. known uutil about the time the
body
T. L. Heath, who was elected road where we may rest, recuperate and be
Barnes.

Master James P. Littletield of Portland is visiting his uncle. Dr. J. G. Littlefield.

was

discovered.

Judkins

52 years of age,
who had worked at different times as
farmer, guide and general laborer. He
married some yean» ago a daughter of
M. F. Gammon, who died about a year
later. For some time past Judkins had
been living at Clint Mills near Norway
Lake, and working in the vicinity.
Last Wednesday night Judkins took
supper with the family of Mr. Gammon,
referred t.. above. Mr. Gammon has
charge of the pumping station of the
Norway Water Co., and lives at the station. He does considerable work on
the pipe lines of the company, and is
known to many of the people in the two
was a

man

commissioner at the annual town meet- entertained.

The Pike is the Ride-show department
ing, resigned that office Saturday.
The
L'Ideal Concert Company of of the fair. It takes the place of what

SALEi

CLEARANCE

Sadie Millett is very sick at her home A MAINE PRESS ASSOCIATION ΡΛΒΤΥ
in Millettville.
VISITS ST. LOUIS AND THE LOUISIANA
New road commissioner is Lewie I.

Commencing Saturday, July 30,
LASTING

AND
Suits, $25.00

to

Coats, 15.00

to

$12.50,

UNTIL

One lot Shirt Waist

This Sale,

Suits,

tt

u

One lot Hats,

3*5°

One lot Shirt Waist»,

12.50,

IS SOLD.

ALL

•49

•79

•39

.98

.98

it

has been known as the "Midway" from Coats,
S.oo,
the days of the Chicago fair of '03, and
it
tt
U
1.49
'•49
5·5°>
bearing its title of Missouri origin, it is Coats,
.20
One lot Children's Dresses,
likely to change the nomenclature of Skirts, 12.00 to IO OO,
Silk Waists,
One lot
1.50
that part of our fairs, from the greatest
tt
tt
ϋ
•39
to
of
some
come.
Mrs. Warren Swett
even to the least, for
2.50
Dorchester,
years
8.00 to
Skirts,
7.00,
Not long before the fair opened, Rome
Mass.. Is with her parents. Jacob Nichols
ϋ
tt
tt
meet
M.
S.
h>M>!
Is
;
|>n»ver
tth
ν
ν,
ν
3.00
and wife.
enterprising reporter visiting it made Skirts,
5.00,
m
rayer meeting Tuesiav evealny
the interesting discovery and published
-»M' tunvti. Rev .Γ H. l.lttfe, Pastor
f
1.25
lot
wife
One
of
Frank
!..
and
Doble
.69
Methuen,
vt.e rvrry Sim lav si 2 3*' F. M
1.50,
it to the world, that the Pike was to be Skirts,
,
■> F
M.
Mass.. are spending a vacation with relaKveulnic >ervUe,
it
to 3.50
the whole show, just as some traveling
lot
Children's
One
Coats,
tives here.
lot Shirt Waist Suits,
r >·
circuses put most of their attractions in One
1.00 to3.00
-TATKD MkKTINUft.
One lot Fancy Collars,
ι 49
the side-show: that the fair was to be
1.25
Elijah H assail and wife of Brockton
tth M, Ke«ul&] Itave been
run for the benefit of the Pike, instead
fora few days atW.
h Λ V M.-Paris MA
visiting
a
full moon
.»> evening on or i*sfore
.· !"
of the Pike being merely an annex and
B. Strickland's.
villages.
Κ —Mount Mit» Lodge, rvguîar meet
\fter supper, about ^ ο clock, v*atnAuron
subsidiary to the fair.
·.·. evening of each
Mrs. George C. Aldrich and baby mon and
The
--t m ! thlrl Monday eveclngi
was incorrect.
Judkins took a row boat and
The discovery
•laughter have returned from a visit in went up the lake. Judkins had a bottle
Pike is here, and extends for a mile
•f eacn nonth.
M u:.t Pleasant Kct«ekah Lodge, No
Gilead and Bethel.
of alcohol. Gammon says that they
right alongside a ceutral portion of the
«on : in·! fourth Krl«lay» of eact
exhibition grounds. It contains forty
«»·ι·ΐ Keltowi' Hall.
Elmer E. Ross aud family of stayed up the lake until after the moon
("apt.
meeu
No.
14-,
w
κ. Kl::iL>a.! Post.
\
or lift} different shows, on which in all
Portland have visited the family of J. J. was up. and then started for home.
ιΜΜ Saturday eveulu«r» of each
Judkins was rowing the boat.
A very
some
a few days.
$5,000,000 lias been expended.
ι.
A Κ. Hall
Murphy
;
tirwl
Ht- '■ r Corps meets
de use fog came in. ami they were unable
Por nil this, the Pike does not obtrude
>
υΐ cm·u uiuutli, lu
Mrs.
Wiu.
Mi^s
Doris
Arline
Culbei-t.
eveuluicH
^.»li.r:a..
α
to see anything, and wandered about for
itself upon the attention of the visitor,
:
and Master Guy < ulbert are visitiug a
f.
uri » Ha.llie need not go near it if lie does not
long time. The boat ran on to someFari- ««rauge. frum May 1 U> <>ct. 1,
il
at Madison and Waterville.
friends
the
iurîiiic
an<)
thinks
111
But he will wish, and he will
Saturday,
Ganimon
that
wish.
in·; thlr·!
_
thin*;.
.r-t
try>
In
tiic year, mette every Saturday,
<j
lind a rest to both body and brain, and
r,
Mrs. Rollin Edwards and daughter. iiji' to get it off they must both have got
*-*·
ti. an,.c liai..
some
to
as
of
a
source
..η*
one
the
went
side
of
which
spend
well,
boat,
profit
Everett,
t.— Second and fourth Moudaye of Miss Henrietta Edwards, of
there.
swimtime
'over.
who
is
a
W.
Edwards'.
B.
Gammon,
Qiuttlh.
are guests at
good
No. 181, Mass.,
\
κ. ·'■ P.—Stony Brook Lodge,
For the Pike in its different features
mer. struck out. and after some tune, lie
•I and fourth Wednesday evenings
Mrs. Geo. Β Dunham and Master Hex does not know how
will be found educational as well as
made
the east
long,
γμ!· month.
of
Mills of Lynn, Mass., were the guests
shore and landed just below Crockett s
Hamllr. Lodge, No. 11. meets every
amusing. To be sure, the spirit of
Mr. and Mrs. Ε. M. Dunham, last week.
•
i.
.entug at t'ythlan Hall.
commercialism is rampant, but for all
As nearly everybody in tlus
Bridge.
Paris
America—South
of
Woodmen
vi,
that there is much to leurn. Here we
C. W. Bowker and family have been vicinity knows, the water of the lake
No. livkC, meets secoud an·! fourtli Tu«ûin Auburn with flows under this bridge, and below it
!ti»i Iti Uoi*U*u Cross Hall.
may see our human brethren—and sisa few days
spending
No.
Cuuncll,
MM*
—farrl*
\r· luuiii
rers—of all shades and statures, and
Mrs. U>i>\ker'> parents, John F. Stanley widens out somewhat, though much nar- noon.
thlr«l Mi'U'iay eveultiw at 7 3o.
-t .u
rower than above.
and wife.
Expressman Jacksou has moved into inhabitants of all climes, from the
Vfter reaching tbe shore
Gammon the tenement iu Frank H. Hurd's build- ! Esquimaux of the frozen North to the
\
Lute has rettirae«i t'r.>iu a visit
During the month of August no shouted for Ed for some time, but got ings on Pleasant Street.
lwellers in torrid southern Asia, living
brother at Bridgton.
services will be held iu the ( ongrcga- no
and finally concluded that
Mrs. Emeline Millett is visiting her; is they live at home, following the same
response,
Bu. k has bought the farm <>f tional church except the Sunday even- the other man had succeeded in
\ Κ
making sister, Mrs. Clara Hayden. Mrs. Millett! pursuits and being entertaiued by the
\\ s Jackson oo Kirn HiU.
ing meeting.
the shore as he had, and Gammon went is from Somerville. Mass.
«me amusements.
Another class of entertainments which
Mrs. Frank A. Danforth while
ν
H.tskel. and Mis> flattie Haskell
tieorge W. Berry has been here for a home bv the road, a distance of somefrom the Grange Hall Saturday after- ire to be found here are simply mechanfew days, and is packing preparatory to thing like half a mile.
: ea<liUi.' a fe* days in Boston.
Shouting was heard at about 1 ο clock noon fell on the stairs and was badly ical and spectacular, and to see the
moving his family to Salem. Mass..
M.sn '■:.»»<· March iss}>eudiDga vaca- where he is
Thursday morning by the people in the shaken up. When assistance arrived ; wonderful effects which can be produced
employed.
in
Anduver.
weeks visiting
f tw
!
r
house of Charles Freeman, who lives at she was unconscious but soon after she : iy modern invention, especially in the
Ke\ Seldeu McCurdy of Moulmein, the
top of the hill just above Crockett s was taken to her home recovered and ! ise of electricity, is of itself a liberal
\
K:hel Merritt of Brl«lt;ewater.
at
the
the
who
Burma,
1 >d ucation.
pulpit
occupied
Bridge, but Gammon seems to have been lias gained rapidly since.
is the 4ues! .if M;*> Isabel MorM.i»>
will
on
hurch
preach
Sunday,
Of course there is a third class of
l>apti>t
not the onlv one who was doing shoutiug
Florence Rideout and Katherine Stone
there auaiu next Sunday.
as
designed purely
in the vicinity that night.
The steamer ifter a few weeks' visit at Everett, Cam- ■ntcrtainmeuts
their proper
Vf· .r s Hall and Miss Maijijie
V
Aid Society of the Meth- Peunesseewassee came down the lake in bridge and Plymouth returned Saturday, imusements. and having
Ladies'
The
f Bucklield have beeu visiting
:
II
Frank D. Briggs is repairing his Cot· ! >lace. As far as my observation goes,
odist church will have a social at the -he middle of the night, and a young
Γ. King, fora
Mr>. Hall ν father. A.
New back steps ι he shows on the Pike are all of high
man who in the fog had lost his way in :age Street residence.
parsonage on Wednesday afternoon. A
lew days.
the bog near by. was guided out by the liave beeu built, the piazza repaired anil ! trade, and one is amazed to see the exbox supper is part of the program.
shouts of the people on the steamer.
last
>ther improvements made.
I >ense which has been put iuto the proί ie lia> weather to· k a new turn
Mrs. W. P. Morton arrived home SunAfter reaching home Thursday mornin
Hon. James F. Carey of Haverhill, ! « luction of some of these spectacles.
vnr*
truite a lot of hay was got
in
sister
dav night from her visit to her
To go "down the Pike" and do it all
ing Gammon explained to his family that (lass., spoke in the interest of Social- !
which had beeu out for a
s.i' ii.lay
She was accotnpa- they had
Port Jervis. Ν. V.
capsized, and during the fore- sm at Concert Hall Wednesday eveuiug 11 osts something like $20.00: it may be
week or more.
\\
Ε.
E.
son.
lier
home
1
nietl
hitney.
The meeting was ess, it may be more, it makes no par:
by
noon sent his boys t.. pick up the over;o a small attendance.
('· .fe»* >r Harvey Thayer of Brooklyn,
turned boat^vliich had meantime been •ailed to order by L. II. Uoldthwait«.
j ι icular difference. Probably taking in
his
last
Brooks
Dr.
Rev.
preached
of
whole
Andrews
the
of
a
third
Richard
to
a
ι
Mis.
rom
and
Ν V
seen bv other parties near the bridge.
quarter
F. H. Noyes was in Berlin, Ν. Η., and
ι Lot Suits at
sermon as pastor of the Congregational
$3.75 former price $ 5.00.
Mark.ot
Square,
35
νν
1. \. J., are visiting relatives
lumber would be sufficient for almost
Κι
« 'harles S. Xkers at Portland during the
»
44
"
church on Sunday. Two were admitted Assuming that Judkins had got safely
44
ι
most
as
such
in
a
·"
few
a
people
4.75
for
moie
liere
stay
days.
inybody
veek.
vshore, Gammon did nothing
to the church, one on confession of faith
MAINE!.
PARIS,
·'
of
44
kind
that
"
Even
SOUTH
"
«
an
make.
siglitwhenhe
1st
about him uutil Friday evening,
Orders received by Co. I),
6.00
Regt.,
1
7.50.
lia: ry I Shaw and wife, who have and the other by letter.
be>'an to make inquiries. At about the S'. G. S. M., designate the position of s eeing loses something of its zest after a
44
,4
44
44
44
IO.OO.
In·· it at the \ndrew < House for about
ι
and
children,
wife
W.
Chase,
of
1
continuous
Edward
ew
7.50
Judkins
at
Manaswith
whom
performance.
..une
time
days
,
Mills,
he regiment's headquarters
which
tw·
weeks, returned to their home in
·4
,4
i>y the vision of the other world
44
i.00.
and Miss Α. M Woodbury, of Medford. lived, began to make inquiries not
, ias, Ya., during the
Pants '4
I
army maneuvers'
New Y.«rk Saturday.
includes the entertainment.
M uss., who are touring in an automobile, disturbed at a short absence, but think- ] η September.
4k
"
'4
44
shows
44
Incubators
of
exhibit
3.00
The
Baby
2.75.
2.50,
3
Not only does the Pike cover a mile
\u entertainment aud dance was given have Wen stopping at the Andrews iug that so long a one meant that someMr. and Mrs. J. F. Bicknell of Buck-)
number of minute infante untimely
is it packed tliat
Ν··νν
Hall Thursday evening. The House for the past few davs.
ami
thing had happened to him.
I ield visited their son, E. F. Bicknell, a * f street, but so closely
who are
Sole
world
cold
this
into
Agents for W. I.. DOUGLAS shoes for men
:hrust
trio
Kadcliffe
the
been
etjtertainment was by
The bodv of Judkins was discovered ι ew days. They returned to their home < ne of its features has actually
V Dayton Bolster dfc Co. have a newto normal strength in that
nursed
jeing
dancfor
the
fair
Music
fence,
:her>
outside
! Norway and
grounds
!( rowded
in the form of South Paris about S o'clock Saturday morning by , m Saturday.
QUEEN QUALITY shoes for women.
noderu device which does so important
There wa> line of goods
near the
was b\ Berlin « >rches:ra.
There will be special work and initia- : ud two or three of the largest attractpostal John 1'. Judkins. who lives
ι part of the work of nature.
High School souvenir china,
in
to
be
had
have
t
ions
bodily
placed
lair attendance.
a short distance below
, ion of candidates at the next meeting
cards, etc.. wi'h a picture of the new bralge. It was
If now you are feeling the need of a
, >f the W. R. C., Monday evening. Aug.1 « ther
the bridge, about twenty feet
parts of the grounds. Notable
\
vouu^ N^rrrv m i^ivtau
high school building. They would like east
drop into Cairo, or into Mysterious
augh,
War.
is
Boer
the
these
a
of
half
a
shore, and in four feet and
.et.
: inong
and after you have examined the
•nil··» ami » wti;stle did the town t«. have all look the goods over.
isia,
Boer
the
of
The
hold!
But
ME.
wat»»r
the
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Lewiston gave a first class concert at
Opera House on Tuesday evening.
Very few people attended on account of
the weather. It is exceedingly difficult
to fill the Opera House in July.
Rev. Edwin H. Tuck, Oxford County
Missionary under the Maine Missionary
Society, spoke of his work in the Magalloway country at the Congregational
vestry Sunday evening. He spoke in a
very interesting manner of the important work being done through the society and the dedication of churches at
Wilson's Mills and Wentworth's Location.
August 80th at 1 p. m. the property
and franchise of the Oxford Central
Electric Railroad will be sold. This
important transaction will take place
at the office of Fred A. Hobbs in South
Berwick. We trust work will be resumed on the proposed line the very first
of September.
alk is heard concerning NorSome
way's ltical lioard of Trade and Old
It is an excellent idea
Home Week.
and as the association is always on the
for
watch
Norway's advancement,
The dates
now is the time for action.
are August 14 20.
The Republican town committee,
county committee and member of the
state committee for Oxford county held
a very pleasant meeting at the office of
A. .1." Stearns, Ksq., Wednesday after-
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Souvenir Novelties
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»
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July 5th.

Market Square,
South Paris.
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August Sale

Mugs, Cups, Plates, Bon-

Summer Suits and Pants.

Also souvenir postal cards
and on aluminum pin trays,
blotters, etc.

These suits are broken lots and the
pants odd sizes. We wish to close
them out to make room for our fall
stock, and are making a low price to
do it. They include

bon, Etc.

-ν

bargains for this sale. Come

Money refunded for slips

Μ
*"·

I

Connection.

Paris

over.

$0.98

.98

Dayton Bolster & Co.,

bemj,

6.50.

.67

PERFUMES

ARISTON, "The Best"

iroj" l^e

■

J.

F. PLUMMER, ΪΆ.

One of the newest

perfumes is Palm-

er's Ariston-none
its equal. 75 cents
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j

j

ounce.

Toilet Supplies.
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F. A.SHURTLEFF& CO.
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—
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weariness—Distressing
disorder»—All
yield quickly
ary
The

to I

Doan's

Chas. F, Ri

Kidney Pills,
for

Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

MAINE.

NORWAY,

Deep Breathing.
make," she
can be learned
by said slowly.
breathing
Deep
No. ΐθβ—SiMrtrllo··.
but
It is difficult at firat,
"Fire away!" he said. "I guess it's
Subtract a letter from any preclou* everybody.
becomes second nature after a while. nothing serious."
remainder
tbe
to
letter
add
a
■tone,
And it should be practiced constantly,
"Oh, but it is," she protested. "It's
know
and transpose It to make "beseech"
Yon
for it plays a very important part in very
serious, indeed.
"someIn tbe same way transform
beauty's programme.
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"free
It is claimed that people
"Well, what about George?"
thing to hold cut flowers" Into
"—has been ootning to see me for
naturally always breathe deeply. The
from harm."
a
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never
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who
Indian squaw
quite a long time," she continued, payj
band around her waist breathes deeply. ing no attention to the interruption,
Ho. 19Θ.—A Popalar Maxim.
So does the little baby whose lunge have "and last night—"
(Jumble.)
So does every
never been cramped.
"Well?"
human being until the time comes when
"—last night he proposed that we—we
the waist is compressed and the body —should run away and—and be mardwarfed.

properly
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I coald stand
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relief. I also
only afforded uie temporary
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used medicines of all kinds,
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my work and give
me a great deal
Kidney Pills. They did
in recommend·
of go«Hl, and I feel justified
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lug them to others as

What popular maxim can be found
here represented?
«H».—Charade.
Will my κικβτ last today
On lta Journey far away?
My whole iti ready, so you eajr.
No.

medicine.**

all drug·
Doan's Kidney Pills for sale by
box. Foster-MUburn Co.*
gists; SO cents per
Buffalo, .Ν. Y.

SOI.—Novel Doable Acroatle.
My primais, reading downward, spell
a poet's name; my finals, reading upward, spell the city and also the abbreviation of the state In which he was
No.

Weak

W. H. Winchester, Hearts
tndigestloa.

burn.

Nlnety-nlna «I mi* I
MM hundred people who haw heart trouhb
can remain bar when It waa simple Im11|«e
It la a adentlflc fad that all oaaaa «I
tlon.
haul to aw. not organic, are sot only
traceable to. bat are the direct result at indithe atomaoh
featioa. AD food taken Into fannanta
and
which (alii of partjct digestion
■wella the atomach, puffinf it up afalnatth·
heart. Thia intarferaa with the action ei
the heart, and In the course of time thai
delicate hot vital organ become» dlaeaaed.
O.. «ays: IkadMcmok
Mr. D. Kaabie. *t
tooubie «d weals a bed atate «a I had heart trouble
w4U a. I teak Kodoi Dr^epala Care lor «boat la·
anUa and It eared ae.
Kodol Mgeata What Yoa Cat
and rellevea the atomach of all
Ara du· to

HEADQUARTERS

FOR

atraln and the heart of all pressure.

Crosswords: 1. Three miles. 2. A
passage. 3. A sea nymph. 4. A piece
of land devoted to fruits ami flowers.
5. A tine flour or meal. t>. The substance covering the teeth. 7. To mourn.
8. Work. 9. Expenditure. 10. A battleship.

When the tlrst and last letters of the
foregoing words have been removed,
the remaining letters of the words
A
may lie rearranged so as to form: 1.
word meaning a chill. 2. To please. S.
One of the great lakes. 4. To venture.
5. To fall in drops. 0. Tart of a horse.
7. Cognomen. S. A long fur tippet. 0.
To pull with effort. 10. Filaments.

aaly. 91.00 Size holdlnf 2H ttmea the Mi 1I
aba. which tails for 50c.
kr a. α oewirr a oo.. on»

Records, Blanks, Horns, and

aoa.—Itiddlcnieree.
In anchor. not in tow;
In Samuel, not in Jo;
No.

Supplies.

Ν. Η

Berlin,

[Example: Syncopate

leave an

Catalogues sent on application.
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ill be at Elm

House, Norway

Tuesday, May 17, and 3d
of each following month.
1. WALDO

hours, 10:30

NASH,

Eyes

Office

to 4 P. M.

HILLS,

Optician.

Jeweler and Graduate

and Pictures,

NORWAY, MAINE.

Mats, Mirrors
High Grade

Portrait Work

Crayon, Water color,
Sepia and Oil a specialty.
in

A GOOD COOK INSISTS
ON GETTING

Nichols St..

SOUTH

WASHBURN-CROSBY'S

OOli) MEDAL FKKIRI

niSFIT GLAS5E5.
Every person who wears glassei
should consider the importance o!

If your EYES tire, blur
water, ache, or are intiamed, havi

them attended to.
ty of scieutitic

I make a

optical

special

work.

PRACTICAL OPTICIAN,
South Paris
6 Pleasant St.,
PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

and b«autif)M th« hair.
I'nmurtM a luxuriant growth.
N»T»r Fall· to Kcatore Gray
Hair to it· Youthful Co.or.
Cum «ealp i!;«m ft hair tai.uif.
kx, and tl.'.v at
Ctcanm

ItmakSM/lft/inmbmd

fAwot//trjÎourâJi(fkiïer

ireadtAw a/p'oikrfiiun
Free to Housewives.
Cut oat this advertisement and mail
to us with name ot" your grocer and
we will scud vou free of charge one of

SAMUEL RICHARDS,

No. S03.-Kuropran

Hiver».

M S Ε Κ V Η Λ river In England.
S Ε Τ II M A—A river iu Engluud.
U BEX A D—A river In Hungary.
Ν OfD-A river lu Uussia.
PIEDRS N—A river in Russia.

Ο Ν H H Ε—A river in France.
Ε S Ν l E—A river In France.
W 1 Ν I) A A river In Itussla.
Pointed

l'arturraphi.
cheap eliromo feel

a

like an oil painting.
Get up with tlie lark, but don't disturb other people with your larking.
It bas been said that all the world
loves a lover, but the proof Is missing.

our

MEDAL

GOLD

COOK

BOOKS, containing 10U) carefully
prepared recipes. If your dealer does
not handle Gold Medal Flour, please
mention it in your letter.

Address

BROWN & JOSSELYN,
Portland, Μ·1—.
Mention this

Key

to

—

Glean.
No. 190.—Crossword Enigma: Tolstoi.
No. UH.—'Triangle: 1. Alder. 2. Loud.

3. Dub. 4. Eil. 3. R.
No. lie.- Charades. 1. Eye-lash.

Paper.

Re|v-tUe.

No. 11)3.-Curtailments: Llne-n. Bar-m.
Lea-d. Fen-d.
A
ll>4.
No.
Labyrinth: Rockets.
Mines. Torpedoes. Balloons. Colored
Lights. Firecrackers. Romau Candles.
Famous Men: Wallace.
No. VXk
—

—

Scott.
No. 11H}.—Double Beheudiugs: Fourth
8.
2. Shout
of July. 1. In-fringe.
6.
5. Re-tire.
Mo-urn.
4. Fo rest.
9.
8. Re-tine.
7. Cr-oak.
Be-half.
Je-june. 10. ΓΙ-under. 11. De-light.

Goose-berry. Black-berry.
Dew-berry.
a

Harvesting Machinery,

II.

12. Bayou.
No. 197.—Berries to Eat: Straw-berry.

—

When deep breathing is painful, as
some
often happens, then there is
trouble. It may be organic trouble or it aveuue gallery a print of Millais's "Chill
In October." One of them said:
may be merely a muscular difficulty.
either case it should be treated.—Mc"Sir John Millais once showed me the
Call's.
original of 'Chill October,' and at the
same time he told me a etory about it.
Something About Belts.
"He said that as he sat painting one
all
with
As for leather girdles to go
gray afternoon among the reeds and
sorts of gowns they may be said to be rushes of the Tay a voice from behind a
They hedge asked:
one of the fads of the momeDt.
"
are usually from three to five inches
'Man, did ye ever try photography?'
"
flexible.
and
soft
and
broad
'No, never,' said Sir John, and he
perfectly
to paint slowly.
They are, in fact, constructed in kid, continued
"
'It's a hautle quicker,' said the voice.
calf or suede, and when drawn tightly
"
around the waist form natural folds.
'Yes, I suppose so,' the painter
Others are covered with a series of agreed.
"Then the voice said bitingly ;
veiy narrow stitched tucks standing up"
"
'An' it's mair like the place.'
right or not. Toward their closing point,
which is indiscriminately back or front,
Til Ε UUUU ULiD YVAÏ.
the belt by means of a few folds becoues
A severe cold or attack of the grippe is
narrower and is joined on to a piece of
still leather having metallic eyelet holes, like a tire, the sooner you combat it the
the other end being drmed with a prong. better your chances are to overpower it.
This sort of fastening replaces tho buckle But few mothers in this age are willing
to do the necessary work required to
for leather belts.
Another type of belt is of plaited leath- give a good old-fashioned reliable treater of two or more colors cut in narrow ment such as would be administered by
strips and passed in and out of one an- their grandmothers, backed by Boschee'e
other. This is of the same width (about German Syrup, which wae always liberthree inches) all around and has the ally used in connection with the home
treatment of colds, and ie still in greater
same sort of fastening.
Washable duck belts are this season household favor than any known remedy.
embroidered in most beautiful designs But even without the application of the

and combinations of colorings.

And

so

surprisingly cheap some of them are,
As an example, there is one kind
too.
which measures two inches in back, is

embroidered in assorted colors of silk
and oramented with a gilt harness
buckle, yet can be bought for twentytive cents.
At the same

bound white
Madras belts with wide borders of contrasting color. These are made in

price

various widths,
fifty cents.
In the highor

come

the widest ones

coeting

BE SURE AND SEE THEM BEFORE YOU BUY.

A.

W.

WALKER

SOUTH PARIS,

&
MAINE.

SON,

We'll start this very moment
I'll

Rasp berry.

SUMMER COLD.

A summer cold is not only annoying
but if not relieved Pneumonia will be
One
the probable result by Fall.
Minute Cough Cure clears the phlegm,
draws out the inllammation,
heals,
soothes, and strengthens the lungs and
bronchial tubes. One Minute Cough
Cure is an ideal remedy for the children.
It is pleasant to the taste and perfectly
harmless. A certain cure for Croup,
Cough and Cold. Sold by F. A. Sburtleff A Co.
Little Willie—Come now,
Johnny,
don't cry any more. What's yer cryin1

for, anyhow?

Mrs. C. H. Jennings, Boston—"Our
babies (twins), were sickly. Had several
Hollister's
line doctors, but no results.
Rocky Mountain Tea made them strong
and robust." 35 cents. Tea or tablet
form. Orin Stevens; F. A. Shurtleff A
Co.

You need clean healthy bowels just as
much as pure, wholesome food; without
either, you cannot keep «rell. Hollister's Rocky Mountain Tea eliminates
35
Tea or tablets.
all impurities.
cents. Orin Stevens; F. A. Shurtleff A
Co.

*

your

falling quite."

■rV
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Fruits

for Winter.

IS

WHILE THERE IS LIFE THERE

HOPE.
to be able to serve frqsh
Do you
I was afflicted with catarrh; could
fruit at your Christmas or New Year1·
neither taste nor emell and could hear
dinner and do it without taxing the
but little. Ely's Cream Balm cured it.
family purse'/
N. J.
in the middle of the —Marcus G. Shautz, Rahway,
want

Watermelons

winter when the ground is coated with
snow; plums, pears, grapes and a variety
of other fruits—wouldn't they prove a
delightful surprise to the guests who
will gather with you? And you can give
tbem the pleasure with but little
labor or expense.
Dip melons in a wax preparation and
coat the stem with sealing wax. Then
cover them with a thick coat of shellac,
and bury them in a box of sawdust to
keep them from rubbing together and

Cream Balm reached me safely and
the effect is surprising. My son says
the first application gave decided relief.

Respectfully,

Mrs. Franklin Frkkman, Dover, Ν. H.
The Balm does not irritate or cause
sneezing. Sold by drnggisl^ at 50 cts.
or mailed by
Ely Brothers, 50 Warren
Street, New York.

Gardener—This here is

in full flower.

a

tobacco plant

peace is often marred by the
interfering outsider. Almost always if
there is nobody to comment or fan the
flame of a quarrel, husband and wife
A
will adjust a transient difference.
cousin, aunt, or indiscreet mother, who
takes sides and makes injudicious remarks, will stir up strife where domestic dissension gives the slightest peg on
which to hang foolish words and satirical jests. Every home is best by itself,
but when there is need for the presence
of an outsider who must be an integral
part of the circle she must beware of interferences. Silence is always safe.—Ex.

Family

how

The pure, unadulterated Witch
Hazel is used in making DeWitt's Witch
Hazel Salve, which is the best salve in
the world for cuta, burns, bruises, boils,
eczema and piles. The popularity of
DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve, due to its
many cure·, has caused numerous worthless counterfeits to be placed on the
market. The genuine bears the name
E. C. DeWitt Jt Co., Chicago. Sold by
F. A. Shurtleff à Co.
box.

On

Matrimonial Sea»—'"Is

captain of the family ship?"

"Oh, yea; he is her second
mate, I understand."
A PERFECT

PAINLESS

she
or

··'"

4

PILL

is the one that will cleanse the system,
set the liver to action, remove the bile,
dear the oomplexion, cure headache and
leave a good taste in the mouth. The
famous little pills for doing such work

pleasantly and effectually are DeWitt's
Little Early Risers. Bob Moore of La-

pills

I
fayette, Ind., says: "All other
have need gripe and sioken, while De-

Witt's Little Early Risen are limply
perfect." Sold by F. A. Shurtleff A Co.

Very handsome

are

The Kind You Have

%

1

Always Bought

f

â*
—

>

ÀVegetabie Freparationfor As--

-■

iNhW Is/(

and Brings Restful
Sleep

—•"--jula-

Bears the

H 11-1)H».Ν

Signature

Promoles Digestion.Cheerful·

of

ness and Rest.Contains neither
nor Mineral,

jè^etfOULJtSiHUELBlWûl
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I have a large stock of new,
Pianos and Organs, and have
some nice trades in second
hand instruments.

ANl) ΓΑT.TiED HIS ΑΙΓ» TO LEND.

I have one Colonial Style, mahogany
Pease piano, 7J octave, almost new,

The doctor changed his diet;
Said: "No potuto vines.
No green peas In the morning,
No beets or melon rinds.

case,

for$185.

One walnut case Poole

"No cantaloupes or peaches,
No plums or celery.
No lima Ικ^ηβ or parsnips—
They don't with you agree.
I Tough t

"I've

this

health

you.
Eat It alone for food,
'And I pni sure tobacco

Will

for

piano,

good.

"It bull Is the nerves and

tissues,

Makes muscles by the pound,

And for good health I think it's
The best thing ever found."
"It loo!:s like sawdust, doctor.
I'll eat it anyway."
Alas, he ate and ate It,
But choked to death, th»y say!

—Pittsburg Dispatch.

tupposed that
feeling

A perfect Remedy forConstipa-

Γιοη. Sour Stonuch, Diarrhoea

Worms .Convulsions ,Fevenstv
ness and LOSS OF SLEEP.
Facsimile Signature of

almost

new, for $900, worth $2f>0.
One second hand I vers & Pond piano,
walnut case, for $930, worth $300.
I have a nice oak case organ at Ruinford Falls, 11 stops, that I will sell at a

NEW YORK.
\

)}

great trade.

One second hand Estey organ at South
almost new, for ·«*.
One second hand Worcoster organ, 11
stops, in nice condition, for $43.

1

l>

I

Ο

Dos»

S

gear with others, and especially is this
true t»f the average, everyday sort of
people, who often experience a sort of
aching void of companionship. It happens Just occasionally that way.
It is only an utlected person who always complains that "nobody under-

stands" him. This man or womau may
Joiu with the great majority in so far
that some of his actions are misconstrued. ΈΠιο is there that has not had
that experience, with all its bitterness?
13ut, as a matter of fi'.ct, it is comparatively seldom thnt we are not pretty
well uuderstood by our close associ-

ates.—Charlotte (N. C.) Observer.
The

Urltflual Lu η κ untie.

According tu the Bible,

111

one

made to settle the

question by

excluding children from all human Intercourse and observing the result In
the meaus of couimuulcatlou growing
hue no anup between them. Science

<

J

GASTORIA

11 (I
I

MS

EXACT COPY Of WRARPCR.
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1125, for φ63.
One second hand square piano, a nice
one, for 9115, worth $140.

MCW TO·· Ο ITT.

that cost

ATTENTION FARMERS!

SEND FOR CATALOGUES.

Wheeler,

W. J.

flnlne.

fonth Purls.

The Oxford Democrat

CATARRH

ακΑΐκιηβ
HEALIXU
CUBE FOB

AJVD

The Ν. Y. Tribune Farmer

CATARRH

FOR ONE YEAR FOR

aS^iSSSKUCOLD''» HEAD

Guy Bayard.

Ring.

Fit for the Show
Trotting

Sire,

Stallion.

Bayard

style, action, size,
color, conformation, beauty, GUY
Wilkes.

For

BAYARD

no

has

no

superior,

To show that he is

a

and

early maturity.

C.

Guy Buck,

items of interest to himself and

special

family.

will

Maine.

Eastern Steamship Company.

Tribune Farmer,

your

will post you every week on all
important agricultural topics of
the day, and show you how to
make money from the farm.

household.

provocation

For Sale.

supply

The New-York

wants for county news and prove
a
welcome visitor in
every

Iim left my l>ed ami
all persons (hat I will no
fur debts contracted by

LEO R. MARSTON.
Amiover, Maine, June 28, 1

admirably

matter for every mem-

ber of his family.

The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Me.,

NOTICE.

Any person sending

money with the order

us

the

can secure

the Democrat andTribune Farm=
er

One Year For

$1.75.

CUT THIS OUT===SEND TO=DAY

PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINK.

°

THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT,

*1.85.

steamers of this Hoe leave
Portland, and India
Wharf, Boston, daily (except .Sunday) at

Hupcrb

and
methods
improvements
which are an invaluable aid in
securing the largest possible
protits from the farm, and with

keep him in touch with the
doings of his neighbors, and all

WHEREAS my wife, Mary Elinor, without

FARE

to give him the experience of
advanced
the
others in all

to

of

lust cause or
board, I hereby notify
longer be responsible
her.

High-Class
Agricultural Weekly
A

Paris and Oxford County should
subscribe for a

Drivers

...

NEEDS

who is interested in the news of

Weekly Newspaper

speed

South Paris,

Farmer

Farmer

sire that pro-

duces Gentlemen'»

Up=to=Date

Wide=Awake

Good Local

Has Colts

-

Every

Every

and

in the state of Maine.

equal

$1.75

-

Heals and Protects the Membrane. Restores
the Senses of Taste and Smell. Lanje Size SO
cents, at Dragglete or by mail. Trial SUe Hie. by
mall.
ELY BROTHERS, M Warreu Street, New York

language

spoken by ull races until the "eonfusion of tongues." Following BibHcal
tradition tills language must have been
Hebrew, assumed iilso to have been
the language of Adam and Eve. Another theory had It that Hebrew, Arabic and Cbaldee were dialects of the
original tongue. The Purslane claim
that there were three primitive lan-

Ν

One second hand Dyer «& Hughes, six
octave, walnut case, never been hurt,

was

were

I

Ely's

on

In
Use
For Over
Thirty Years

JmmSmA*

BILLI1I4J8 BLOCK,

You may flail It
lifywbere, perhaps most forcefully
when you are among thousands of othThere may come a feeling
rr people.
of being apart, of α solitary state,
while you walk about and jostle a
teeming population. You may be genuinely lonely among people whom you
know quite well, and It is not to bo
What la loneliness?

«W-

AUsUtSJ*-

Paris,

taste

never more

food

South Paris,

new

Franklin Wharf,

Maine.

Gentlemen:—Inclosed you will find $1.75 for which
address below The Oxford
you will please send to the
Democrat and New-York Tribune Farmer for One Year :

7:00 P. M.

Additional Sunday Trips.
In effect Juno 12th tu Sept. 11th inM.

From Portland at 8:00 P.

clusive.

and from Boston at 7:00 P. M.
All freight via the steamers of this
has
man
perhaps
long association with
tire and
had to do with his carelessness In the Company is insured against
marine risk.

matter.
The florae I· Action.
you ever think, says a

horseman, how fa*t a horse lu a 2:20 gait
moves his feet? When α horse is trotting a 2:20 gait 1i1h feet move a little
As his
faster than a mile In 1:10.
body Is moviug at 2:20, and as each of
his feet when in contact .with the
grouud is stationary and thou Is picked
next
up and moved forward to take the
step, the foot must move as much faster than the body as to make the step,
which is over twice as fast Now, the
action is: The foot Is at rest upon the
and Is raised some one or two
Did

two-thirds, I think, Is too long, but It
Is from one-half to two-thirds of the
next step.—American Cultivator.
Crow· of mm

J. F. LISCOMB, Agent, Portland, Mo.
CALVIN AUSTIN, Vice President
and General Manager, Foster's Wharf,
Boeton.

E. W.

CHANDLER,

Builders' Finish !
I will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS of any
Size or Style at reasonable prices.

s.
Also Window & Door Fram
I rnddc
If In want of any kind of Finish for

or

Outside work, send In your orders I'lne Lum
ber and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

Work.
Planing, Sawing and Job for
sale.

QUAKER

RANGE

Matched Hani Wood Floor Boards

W.

E,

CHANDLER,
Malnf.

Went Sumnei

WANTED.

Irlah King.

Peeled Pulp Wood, Spruce, Fir, HemOne of the most highly prized relics
lock and Poplar, delivered on care at
In the British museum, that great
R. R. Station from Pownal to Bethel,
storehouse of wonders and curiosities, any
the coming year.
both natural and artificial, Is the crown
E. W. PEN LEY, West Paris.
J. M. DAY, Bryant's Pond.
formerly used by the Irish kings in the

the coronation exercises which made them
third

J ?.

Ιίοι "Narc otic

Lady—How very interesting! And
long will it be before the oigars are ground
Plums and other fruits are done in the
ripe?
feet high, then forced forward nearly
same way, but grapes require simply the
the full length of the leg, then lowered
AH must be carefully
wax coating.
IdeWITT IS THE NAME.
to the ground and Is at rest for nearly
packed in eawdust.—Philadelphia Press.
Hazel
Salve
Witch
When you goto buy
of the time that the next
two-thirds
on
DkWITT
name
for
the
look
every step Is being taken. The time, nearly
Enemies to Family Peace.
freezing.

il

j

Opium.Morphine

old fashioned aids German Syrup will guages, Arabic, the tongue used by
It will
cure a severe cold in quick time.
Satan in addressing Eve; Persian, the
cure colds in children or grown people.
language spoken by Adaiu and Eve,
It relieves the congested organs, allaye
and
Turkish, the speech used by the
the irritation, and effectively stops the
when he drove them out of
archangel
incough. Any child will take it. It is
valuable in a household of children. paradise. This would leave Persian as
Trial size bottle, 25c. Regular size, 75c. the tongue of primitive humanity. In
For sale by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
olden days many ingenuous attempts
"So she has started on a life journey
into matrimony, has she?"
"Well, I guess it is only an excursion

ψ ,

ι Ί

ν ■·..

Relieves the Over-Charged Stomach
and Bowels, Quiets the Nerves

m

monarchs of the Emerald Isle. Strictly speaking, there were two of these
Irish crowns, the one In question being
that used by the MacMurrougs, a family who were anciently kings of Lelnster. ThlB regal relic, all that remulns
of the old Irish monarchy, Is a plain
gold band, rising to a kind of peak or
point in front It dates back to the

May 30,

1904.

Worms?
M
Many cliUdren are troubled with woms,
M and treated for something else. A few doe·· of

Elixir
True's
I■ Dr. wormslf
they exist,

I

■

and versa vain· ■
will expel
■ able tonic if tbere are no worms. Itoudnifguu. ■
PB. J. r. TKDI ΑΟβ-, Art·»». 8>

^

middle of the tenth century.

The nickel rails in the
QUAKER MODEL are easy

Livery Stock for Sale ! to
carriages,

τ

Λ· Bi««l«lte Bible.
The most beautiful volume In the
20 horses, two-seated
Congressional library at Washington Is
a Bible which was translated on parch- ίο top
4 surries, 4
1 nice three seated
ment by a monk In the sixteenth centory. The general lettering Is In the wagon, harness,
robes, etc.
German text, each letter Is perfect, Will lease stable to run livery busiand there Is not a scratch or blot from ness.
This is a nice, clean livery
lid to ltd. Each chapter begins with
No
stock and excellent opening.
a large Illuminated letter, In which Is
Will sell on easy terms.
drawn the figure of a saint, some InciF. B. FOGG,
dent In whose life the chapter tells.
South Paris.
3,1993.
The book la In a perfect state of presHorn· TalepbMsCaU, 1014.

the handles of sunshades this season, the word from Paris
being that they are of silver, old silver,
Ajax had just defied the lightning.
silver gilt and various other metals.
"I can do it," he said, "but Mrs. Ajax
These are molded or curved in many denervous every time there's a storm."
vices of the art nouveau order and often gets
And women haven't changed muoh
set with large ruby, emerald or torsince.
quoise cabochons. In all oases the tips
Mrs.
Not What She Intended.
of the ribs of the shade match the handle
'Tis said a bottle and a glass
(to wife of busy city man)—So glad you in point of metal as a vogue of the
Will make a person mellow,
I need moment.
are coming to us on Thursday.
Bat Rooky Mountain Tea'· the drink
hardly say how pleased we shall be to
That liven· up a fallow, f
see your husband also, If it li only to
One touoh of nature makes the whole
ervation.
Orln Steven·; F. A. Shurtleff ArCo,
fetoh you away!
world kin.
-ι

cure

all kinds of remedies but continued
excellent brush, while the sharp
grow worse. By the uee of Kodol I be- ore on occasion employed by way of
gan to improve at once, and after taking combs, all these Invaluable aids to
a few bottles am fully restored in weight,
cleanliness and smartness possessing
health and strength and can eat whatof always being
Kodol digests what you the further advantage
ever I like.'1
eat and makes the stomach sweet. Sold at hand when required.
buckle.
A healthy cat Is not only clean, but
Another popular novelty is the gold by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
finical, not to say vain, about her (or
that
fact
the
and
cheap
gold
many
belt,
Explained. Towne—It's funny you his) personal appearance, and moral
belts are worn does not seem in any way
know that man over there. That's
to interfere with the more elegant arti- don't
degeneration In pussy Is accompanied
cle. The very wide military gilt braids Braggs.
by neglect of personal grooming. That
Brownf —I never heard of him.
are also used sometimes in two rows
the dog Is as dirty as a l>oy must reTowne—Evidently you've never been
stitched together and fastened by gilt or
iuctautly be confessed. lie was the
then.
of
his
within
voice,
range
jeweled buckles.—Ex.
first animal to be domesticated, and

A "sick headache" is often caused by
oating too much and too rich food, and
taking too little exercise. Substitute a
simple, plain meal and a dessert of fruit
rich
"I was so sorry to hear of your wife's for too much meat and too many
the
death ! During her long sickness I used dishes, and earn what you eat "by
abhors laxy
to come every morning to inquire how sweat of the brow." Nature
laziness accomshe was getting on, and I needed the folks, and still more,
panied by gormandizing.
exercise!"

A full

him,
Hopper
And doctor said: "All right

In these warp prints, too, there are a
number of crush belts, ranging in width
from four to six inches, that can be
found at from flfty cents to one dollar.
All these are lined and have gilt harness

of

goods.

you.

spend."

For Infanta and Children.

The mill privilege aiul stone dam
grades of summer belts, trip."
wilh four acres of la nil forhowever, the popular material is warp
together
A SWEET BREATII
swer to give.—New York Mall.
prints in Dresden and pompadour de- is a never
by the Knights
occupied
merly
failing sign of a healthy stomsigns. Some of these girdles are as wide ach. When
m:lls on the Concord River in Woodthe breath is bad the stomThe Cat'· Cleanllnean.
its ten inches, but will crush into soft
is no remedy
stock. For further particulars infolds to At the form. This is one of the ach is out of order. There
The most fastidious mammals In
to Kodol Dyspepsia
most swagger summer belts imaginable, in the world equal
found
be
to
quire of
of the toilet are
Cnre for curing indigestion, dyspepsia matters
V. K. HARRIS. Paris, Me.
yet it is by no means high priced, as its and all stomach
members of the cat family,
the
among
Mrs.
disorders.
Mary
appearance would lead one to euppose.
domestic
in
noticed
have
must
all
writes:
t.s
White
of
Plains, Ky.,
It is ornamented with a beautiful oblong S. Crick,
makes an
for years; tried
buckle of colonial design and costs less "I have been a dyspeptic
tabbief^ The rough tongue
claws
to

Little Johnny—Why—a—boo-hoo— we
had puddin' fer dinner, an* I got chuck
full before I got enough.

stock of the above

another bottle of "L. P." At· ._j
wood's Bitter·. I am unable
to obtain it in thla citr· Wa InttltiOM
offered bitters put up bγ Moms At wood In pecksee resembling style in
which the 'L. P.' Is packed, but not knowing
anything of the value of other bitters, and
having known and loved the "L. P.' Atwood's
Bitters for nearly thirty years, I am going to
continue using It."—G. W. Case ley, 1036
N. 4314 St.. Philadelphia, Pa.

said he'd pay

The

SBbltHMlW

Is
this means any lni« of
Cream Balm
the part of any one. for
Easy and pleasant to
there come times when the thoughts use.
Contains no Inof one cannot place themselves In har- jurious drug.
It le quickly Ab*ort>ed.
lowThe
mony with those of others.
Gives Relief at once.
Unfavorable Criticism.
est er· ;ture as well as the highest in Opens and cieanscs the
Two artists were regarding in a Fifthall the world may feel himself out of

Deering and Walter A. Wood.
New York Champion Rakes.
We have just received a large
repairs constantly on hand.

cure

to

mean

BJ

rociofl

Dr. Duck heard of the case
And culled his aid to lend.
If fees you

GASTORIA

aaëeai'tbe

"Kindly tend m· by express

Little Tommy Grasehopper
A naughty habit hnd.
He'd chow nil day and nighttime
Tobacco good and hard.

He said. 'Til surely

Hstmtf M

Thlrtj Υμπ

True L.F.

A Change of Diet

than two dollars.

the l'u«*ler.

Central Acrostic: Red.
1S9.
white and blue. Crosswords—1. Furze.
2. Stead. 3. Ladle. 4. Tower. 5. Ethic. <5. Spicy. 7. Lithe. 8. There. 0.
12.
11. Madam.
ll>. Donor.
Boast.
15.
14. Yours.
13. Milky.
Orbit.
No.

weariug only those that are perfectly

glasses.

Vera*.

Am »—«"■ *he would not be;
·*·
·***. not ehe.
Stac gave no tlour
She hated. In a poor **". ·*·;
when
****. *** ran.
She never walked
···*· **
stay.
Mice made within her
···· ···
away.
And eVn a blind

A man is In luck if he doesn't get
turued down while waiting for something to turn up.
The wise artist paints a woman's
portrait not as she looks, but as she
Imagines she looks.
Love Is both blind and deaf. That's
why a yourf· couple in love can neither see uor hear the clock.

f>ARIS

adapted to their EYES. Self-rittet
or improperly fitted glasses are gen
erally worse than none at all. Man;
EYES are injured by wearing suel

to control and leave un-

Syncopate

Vanity makes

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

L. M. TUFTS,

Syncopate a facial feature and leave
winged lusect.

Ko. »»».—Anuarram

ÎY

Mouldings s„t

Answer—Ra-b-ld,

abate.
a

Picture Frames

&

iuvaslon.

raid.]
Syncopate a short, ludicrous play and
leave the visage.
Syncopate to sew lightly and leave to

tamed.

MASONIC BLOCK,
NORWAY

Tuesday

Examined free.

Licensed Taxidermist
Telephone Connection.

A. m.

303.—Central Syaeopatloaa.
furious and

No.

Tenney,

Dr. Austin

Folks

Litti*

ried.
The old gentleman frowned.
"And what did you say?"
"I refused," she replied promptly and
proudly. "I refused absolutely, and
told him that he must ask you for my
hand."
The old gentleman still frowned.
very
"That's all very pretty and
creditable," said he, "but far from busiIt seems to me you might
ness like.

get
waking, have good clear, pure air, and
learn to breathe deeply.
They had been talking about EnglishTo breathe deeply study the art of fill- men of title who took up useful work.
ing the lungs with fresh air full. Stand Somebody mentioned Lord Ross, who is
erect.· Place the bands upon the hips, a
good practical engineer, and then
throw back the shoulders and breathe. somebody else told this story:
breathThe process is called abdominal
Lord Ross" having once—unknown to
ing, and is taught in all the gymnasiums. employee—entered the engine-room of a
to
sure
In walking be
practice deep large manufactory, the engineer's attenbreathing. Draw in a long, deep breath. tion was attracted by hie odd behavior.
while
Exhale slowly
walking. One can
"Well, what's up now?" he growled
walk four or five steps while one ie ex- at the peer. "What are you shaking
while
more
five
four
or
steps
haling, and
your head and pulling out your watch
Practice
one is drawing in the breath.
for? What httve you got to find fault
this and it will become second nature.
with, anyhow?"
Practice deep breathing every day.
"Oh!" replied Lord Roes, "it is all the
Loosen the clothing, stand erect, throw same to me. I have got no fault to find.
back the shoulders and inhale a full I am just waiting till the boiler exdeep breath. Try to take ten deep plodes."
breaths or long breaths as they are called.
"The boiler explodes? Why, you are
Here are the three positions for prac- crazy, man," exclaimed the engineer
with
ticing deep breathing. Stand erect
angrily, preparing to turn the peer out
both heels together. Place one hand as a dangerous crank.
hand
the
other
upon
upon the chest and
"Well," retorted the earl, "if you
the middle of the back. Take a long work ten minutes longer with that looee
breath.
deep
screw there the boiler will certainly exStand err ^t with both heels together
plode."
and place both hande low upon the chest.
The engineer, gazing in the direction
Draw ten long, deep breaths.
indicated by Lord Ross, paled and jumpThe third position is this. Stand erect ed to s top the engine.
with both hands upon the hips, throw
"Why didn't you say so sooner?" he
back the shoulders and take ten long blurted out.
deep breaths. Begin at the beginning
"Why should I?" answered the peer.
and try deep breathing over again, going "I never yet have had an opportunity of
through with the three positions, one seeing a boiler explode."—Courierafter the other, breathing deeply all the Journal.

Only the

AO Aoinjal Story For

have given your poor old father the best
of it just once, and savd him the cost
of a wedding when, juet at present, business in the stock market is at a standstill. If he brings the subject up again,
shaken
be
sleeping room, that cannot
just have your hat ready so that you can
out every day, or at least once a week.
make a quick trip to the parson and let
The result of sleeping in a room freo the old man down easy."—New York
becomes
soon
articles
of small
apparent Press.
in the health and complexion of the ocair
Not to Mies His Chance.
breathe
The
good
lungs
cupant.
free from microbes and there is plenty
of breathing space. The rooms are not HOW LORD
ENGIBOSS, PRACTICAL
cluttered up.
the best results, sleeping or NEER, SAVED A LARGE MANUFACTORY.
To

while.

In Poter. not In Jim;
In opvra. not In hymn;
Ir. frantic, not In mild;
In woman, not In child;
In garland, not in crow a;
In cirrus, not In clown;
In taxes, not in toll.
A vegetable Is my whole.

by r. A. Shurtleff A Co.

Sold

is

will soon be developed normally. In a
short time one will be of correct weight
for one's height and one's complexion
will be improved.
Before trying deep breathing be sure
that the atmosphere is good. The air
should be free and pure all the time.
There should be no useless bric-a-brac
around. There should be no velvet or
moth-producing hangings. There should
be nothing in the room, specially the

three

or

weight

if one is fat and it will add flesh if one
thin. It is the greatest known equalizer.
It puts one in prime condition and one

Vt..
HuKhe», of Saχtone River,
Β. F. l.o. ke -Vc Co.. says: "My
and
for
years,
act
not

Mr. T. H.

will reduce the

Deep breathing

A Modern Medicine
Every Kidney 111.
employed by

Daughter** Mistake.

downoast eyes.
"I have a confession to

life

The

Dutiful

Sh· opened the door of her father1·
but neaitated on the threehold.
den,
i*d)
Oorrwpo&deQoe on topic· of Inter··* tottoe
"Well?" he growled inquiringly.
IsaoBrtted. Addreti : Kdttor Honunu'
"What'· the trouble?"
Column, Oxford Democrat. Furl·. M Mb»
She entered and stood before hint with

struggle to fight
the battles of

Wool Carpets
to

HQMEMAKERS· COLUMN.

buggies,
carriages (open),

bicycle

whips,

competition.
May

—,

weimtr~ι Τ έΓ»aiiiikhafM Tu

1

on

remove

as

they

are

without bolts.
50 CtS.

D°Wn ,nd

50 CtS.

Variety Store, Norway.

.

Week ..

put

